SOUTHERN DOWNS
REGIONAL COUNCIL GENERAL
MEETING OF COUNCIL

Dear Councillors
Your attendance is hereby requested at the General Meeting of Council to be held in the Council
Chambers, Southern Downs Regional Council, 64 Fitzroy Street, Warwick on Wednesday, 12
December 2018 at 9:00AM.
Notice is hereby given of the business to be transacted at the meeting.

David Keenan
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
7 December 2018

Attendance
10.30am

Presentation of Casual for a Cause donation to Youngcare

10.30am

Town Crier Bob Townshend - acknowledgement of National Town Crier
Championships Award

12.00pm

Lunch with Queensland Treasury Commission

12.30pm

Credit Review Presentation for Queensland Treasury Commission
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1.

PRAYER & CONDOLENCES

2.

ATTENDANCE

3.

APOLOGIES

4.

READING AND CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES

4.1

General Council Meeting - 21 November 2018
Recommendation
THAT the minutes of the General Council Meeting held on Wednesday 21 November 2018
be adopted.

4.2

Special Council Meeting - 3 December 2018
Recommendation
THAT the minutes of the Special Council Meeting held on Monday 3 December 2018 be
adopted.
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5.

ACTIONS FROM COUNCIL MEETINGS

5.1

Actions from Previous Council Meeting

Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 12 December 2018

Chief Executive Officer

File Ref: 13.42

Recommendation
THAT Council receive the report and note the contents.

Report
The purpose of this report is to provide a summary of Actions resulting from resolutions from the
November 2018 General Council Meeting.
A copy of the Actions report is attached.
Attachments
1.

Actions from November General MeetingView
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Item 5.1
Actions from Previous Council Meeting
Attachment 1:
Actions from November General Meeting
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Item 5.1
Actions from Previous Council Meeting
Attachment 1:
Actions from November General Meeting
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6.

DECLARATIONS OF CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
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7.

MAYORAL MINUTE

7.1

Mayoral Minute - November 2018

Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 12 December 2018

Mayor

ECM Function No/s:

Recommendation
THAT Council receive the Mayoral Minute for October 2018.
Report
The highlight of the last month has been attending the many school speech and awards nights that
have been conducted across our region. We have great schools in our region and each has its own
personality. From the largest school to the smallest, our schools are well served by the high
quality principals, teachers and teacher aides, as well as the strong P & C organisations that
support and raise the valuable funds for the students to have the extra-curricular activities so
necessary to expanding their horizons. The performances at the speech and award nights have
shown the depth of quality in academics, sport and culture in our youth.
The 50th anniversary of the Killarney storm was commemorated in November 2018, recalling the
devastation that was left behind in the town back in 1968. While in 2018 there are better Bureau of
Meteorology systems in place to provide prior warning of such events so that residents have some
time to prepare, and while there are agencies established now such as SES and QFES to respond
immediately; none-the-less these disastrous weather events, be they caused by wind or rain,
cannot be prevented. All we can do is prepare and respond.
By being prepared and ready to respond is imperative at the moment when we are being impacted
by bushfires. The weather conditions that have been affecting Queensland are unprecedented and
made worse by the drought. Once again it is our Emergency Services staff and volunteers who
are called upon to assist and they have done this in the Southern Downs in the most efficient and
professional manner.
One of our region’s past volunteers who has recently been recognised is Mrs Helena Grace White,
MBE; wife of the well-known C.F. White of Stanthorpe. Mrs White gave tirelessly during the both
world wars to support returned soldiers and was awarded the MBE as well as a Certificate of
Appreciation and a Gold Badge of Merit from the Returned Sailors and Soldiers Imperial League,
now known as the RSL. In recognition of her service to Stanthorpe and returned soldiers, the
Stanthorpe RSL has been named in honour of this remarkable woman.
For 16 days over the last month Council has supported “Orange the World” to raise awareness of
gender based violence against women and girls. This campaign is a timely reminder to people to
be considerate of others and to seek help if they are victims of violence or perpetrators of violence
against others.
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Meanwhile it is almost the end of another year. Christmas Carol events have been conducted in
Warwick with Stanthorpe, Allora and Killarney to be held soon. These are wonderful occasions to
join with friends and family in a relaxed environment and to acknowledge the many talented
performers we have in the region.
I would like to wish everyone a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.

Attachments
Nil
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8.

READING AND CONSIDERATION OF CORRESPONDENCE

8.1

Correspondence

Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 12 December 2018

Chief Executive Officer

ECM Function No/s:

Recommendation
THAT the report of the Chief Executive Officer in relation to Correspondence be received.

Report
1. Office of Industrial Relations confirming show holidays for the Region for 2019 (copy
attached).
Action: Noted.
2. Killarney P-10 State School thanking Council for its support for the 2018 Border Ranges Trail
Bike Ride (copy attached).
Action: Noted.
3. Bravehearts Foundation thanking Council for its support for White Balloon Day for 2018,
which raised $1,396 for Bravehearts (copy attached).
Action: Noted.
4. Office of the Independent Assessor advising that the office has officially commenced
operations. As part of the state government’s councillor complaints reform process, the OIA
has been created to facilitate a simpler and more streamlined system for making, investigating
and determining complaints about councillor conduct (copy attached).
Action: Noted.
5. Warwick Show & Rodeo Society Inc. thanking Council for sponsorship and support for the
2018 Warwick Rodeo and Campdraft (copy attached).
Action: Noted.
6. Warwick District Recreational Fish Stocking Assn. Inc. requesting funding in its
forthcoming budget to assist with stocking native fish in the Condamine Rive, its tributaries and
Dalrymple Creek at Allora (copy attached).
Action: Referred for budget consideration.
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Attachments
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Office of Industrial Relations View
Killarney State SchoolView
Bravehearts Foundation View
Office of Independent AssessorView
Warwick Show & Rodeo Society View
Warwick District Recreational Fish Stocking Assn. Inc. View
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Item 8.1
Correspondence
Attachment 1:
Office of Industrial Relations
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Item 8.1
Correspondence
Attachment 1:
Office of Industrial Relations
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Item 8.1
Correspondence
Attachment 1:
Office of Industrial Relations
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Item 8.1
Correspondence
Attachment 1:
Office of Industrial Relations
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Item 8.1
Correspondence
Attachment 1:
Office of Industrial Relations
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Item 8.1
Correspondence
Attachment 1:
Office of Industrial Relations
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Item 8.1
Correspondence
Attachment 2:
Killarney State School
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Item 8.1
Correspondence
Attachment 3:
Bravehearts Foundation
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Item 8.1
Correspondence
Attachment 3:
Bravehearts Foundation
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Item 8.1
Correspondence
Attachment 4:
Office of Independent Assessor
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Item 8.1
Correspondence
Attachment 4:
Office of Independent Assessor
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Item 8.1
Correspondence
Attachment 5:
Warwick Show & Rodeo Society
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Item 8.1
Correspondence
Attachment 6:
Warwick District Recreational Fish Stocking Assn. Inc.
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9.

RECEPTION AND READING OF PETITIONS AND JOINT LETTERS
Nil
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10.

EXECUTIVE

10.1 Finance Report as at 30 November 2018
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 12 December 2018

Manager Finance & Information
Technology

ECM Function No/s: 12.13

Recommendation
THAT Council receive and note the Financial Report as at 30 November 2018.
Report
Council’s operating performance against forecast shows that the net operating position (before
capital items) is $24.6m.
The general rates, fire levy and waste utility charges have been raised for all of the financial year.
The water consumption and water and sewerage utility charges were due to be paid on 9
November 2018.
Income Statement
Total operating revenue of $50.9m has been recognised for the financial year and capital revenue
of $3.5m has been received for the year.
Overall operating expenditure of $26.3m is $4.9m under the year to date estimate of $31.2m with
materials and services being $4.2m under the year to date estimate.
Balance Sheet
As at 30 November 2018 Council had $65.9m in cash at bank and investments. Total loans owing
(including the current and non-current portions) amount to $21.9m. The next loan payments are
due to be made in December 2018.
Capital Works in Progress
Capital works expenditure to 30 November 2018 is $6.9m which is 16.9% of the capital works
budget of $40.6m. A further $8.0m has been committed meaning $14.9m has been spent and
committed; this represents 36.7% of the budget.
Year to date capital expenditure by area is as follows:
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Approved
Annual
Budget
Land & Land Improvements
Buildings
Plant & Equipment
Roads, Drains & Bridges
Water
Wastewater
Other Assets
Total

Carryover &
Amendments

1,439,086
3,800,000
18,727,171
8,060,000
1,070,000
3,362,230
36,458,487

162,354
328,367
1,194,019
1,313,959
401,265
738,823
4,138,787

Total
Budget
1,601,440
4,128,367
19,921,190
9,373,959
1,471,265
4,101,053
40,597,274

YTD
% Spent Committed
Expenditure
6,349
184,177
363,157
5,181,795
581,504
220,835
326,290
6,864,106

11.5%
8.8%
26.0%
6.2%
15.0%
8.0%
16.9%

4,770
92,658
1,596,601
3,944,340
605,861
130,288
1,653,282
8,027,801

Spent &
Committed
11,119
276,835
1,959,758
9,126,135
1,187,365
351,123
1,979,572
14,891,907

% Spent &
Committed
17.3%
47.5%
45.8%
12.7%
23.9%
48.3%
36.7%

Budget Implications
The second quarter budget review will be undertaken in December.
Policy Consideration
Operational Plan 2018/19
Deliver the 2018-19 budget
Community Engagement
Nil
Legislation/Local Law
Local Government Act 2009 and Local Government Regulation 2012
Options
1. Council receive and note the Financial Report as at 30 November 2018.
2. Council not receive and note the Financial Report as at 30 November 2018.

Attachments
1.

Finance Report as at 30 November 2018View
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Item 10.1
Finance Report as at 30 November 2018
Attachment 1:
Finance Report as at 30 November 2018
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Item 10.1
Finance Report as at 30 November 2018
Attachment 1:
Finance Report as at 30 November 2018
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Item 10.1
Finance Report as at 30 November 2018
Attachment 1:
Finance Report as at 30 November 2018
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Item 10.1
Finance Report as at 30 November 2018
Attachment 1:
Finance Report as at 30 November 2018
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Item 10.1
Finance Report as at 30 November 2018
Attachment 1:
Finance Report as at 30 November 2018
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Item 10.1
Finance Report as at 30 November 2018
Attachment 1:
Finance Report as at 30 November 2018
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Item 10.1
Finance Report as at 30 November 2018
Attachment 1:
Finance Report as at 30 November 2018
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Item 10.1
Finance Report as at 30 November 2018
Attachment 1:
Finance Report as at 30 November 2018
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Item 10.1
Finance Report as at 30 November 2018
Attachment 1:
Finance Report as at 30 November 2018
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Item 10.1
Finance Report as at 30 November 2018
Attachment 1:
Finance Report as at 30 November 2018
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Item 10.1
Finance Report as at 30 November 2018
Attachment 1:
Finance Report as at 30 November 2018
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Item 10.1
Finance Report as at 30 November 2018
Attachment 1:
Finance Report as at 30 November 2018
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10.2 Review of Advisory Committee Policy, Adoption of Terms of Reference for Shaping
Southern Downs Advisory Committee and Economic Development and Regional
Promotion Advisory Committee and Appointment of Representatives
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 12 December 2018

Chief Executive Officer

ECM Function No/s:

Recommendation
THAT Council:1.

Adopt the attached revised Advisory Committee Policy.

2.

Adopt the attached Terms of Reference for:
a.
b.

3.

Appoint the following community representatives to the Shaping Southern Downs Advisory
Committee:





4.

Cynthia McDonald
Desmond Neijens
Rohan Keogh (under 25)
Jacqueline Wedge
Richard Humphries.

Appoint the following community representatives to the Economic Development and
Regional Promotion Advisory Committee:






5.

Shaping Southern Downs Advisory Committee
Economic Development and Regional Promotion Advisory Committee

Paul McMahon
Ray Taylor
Lyndall McCormack
Rachel Perkins (under 25)
David Martin (Warwick Chamber of Commerce)
Scott Bradburn (Stanthorpe Chamber of Commerce)

Write to the community representatives of the former Economic Development Advisory
Committee and the Regional Promotion, Tourism and the Arts Advisory Committee thanking
them for their involvement and contribution to each of the Advisory Committees.

Report
Council recently undertook a review of its Advisory Committees and the Advisory Committee
Policy. At the Special Meeting held on 5 September 2018, Council resolved to appoint a new
Advisory Committee, Shaping Southern Downs Advisory Committee, and to merge two former
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Advisory Committees to form the Economic Development and Regional Promotion Advisory
Committee.
Attached is Council’s Advisory Committee Policy with suggested changes. These changes remove
the requirement for interested community representatives to address selection criteria, and the
section related to External Organisations.
Also attached are draft Terms of Reference for both the Shaping Southern Downs Advisory
Committee and the Economic Development and Regional Promotion for adoption by Council.
These Terms of Reference are based on the existing Terms of Reference template for Council’s
Advisory Committees.
Expressions of Interest were called for community members for the Shaping Southern Downs
Advisory Committee, Economic Development and Regional Promotion Advisory Committee, as
well as additional members for the Events, Sport and Recreation Advisory Committee, with
nominations closing on 31 October 2018.
Portfolio Councillors have considered the nominations and the following community members are
proposed:Shaping Southern Downs Advisory Committee:






Cynthia McDonald
Desmond Neijens
Rohan Keogh (under 25)
Jacqueline Wedge
Richard Humphries.

Economic Development and Regional Promotion Advisory Committee:







Paul McMahon
Ray Taylor
Lyndall McCormack
Rachel Perkins (under 25)
David Martin (Warwick Chamber of Commerce)
Scott Bradburn (Stanthorpe Chamber of Commerce)

Events, Sport and Recreation Advisory Committee:


The additional vacancies on the Events, Sport and Recreation Advisory Committee are yet to
be filled.

It is also appropriate that Council write to the community representatives of the former Economic
Development Advisory Committee and the Regional Promotion, Tourism and the Arts Advisory
Committee thanking them for their involvement and contribution to each of those Advisory
Committees.
Budget Implications
Nil
Policy Consideration
Advisory Committee Policy PL-EX021
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Community Engagement
Expressions of Interests were called for community representatives for each of these Advisory
Committees through the media and on Council’s Website.
Legislation/Local Law
Local Government Regulation 2012
Options
A.

Council:
1.

Adopt the attached revised Advisory Committee Policy.

2.

Adopt the attached Terms of Reference for:
a.
b.

3.

Appoint the following community representatives to the Shaping Southern Downs
Advisory Committee:





4.

B.

Cynthia McDonald
Desmond Neijens
Rohan Keogh (under 25)
Jacqueline Wedge
Richard Humphries.

Appoint the following community representatives to the Economic Development and
Regional Promotion Advisory Committee:






5.

Shaping Southern Downs Advisory Committee
Economic Development and Regional Promotion Advisory Committee

Paul McMahon
Ray Taylor
Lyndall McCormack
Rachel Perkins (under 25)
David Martin (Warwick Chamber of Commerce)
Scott Bradburn (Stanthorpe Chamber of Commerce)

Write to the community representatives of the former Economic Development Advisory
Committee and the Regional Promotion, Tourism and the Arts Advisory Committee
thanking them for their involvement and contribution to each of the Advisory
Committees.

Council:
1.

Not adopt or amend the attached revised Advisory Committee Policy.

2.

Not adopt or amend the attached Terms of Reference for:
a.
b.

3.

Shaping Southern Downs Advisory Committee
Economic Development and Regional Promotion Advisory Committee

Not appoint the following community representatives to the Shaping Southern Downs
Advisory Committee or appoint alternate community representatives:


Cynthia McDonald
Desmond Neijens
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4.

Not appoint the following community representatives to the Economic Development
and Regional Promotion Advisory Committee or appoint alternate community
representatives:






5.

Rohan Keogh (under 25)
Jacqueline Wedge
Richard Humphries.

Paul McMahon
Ray Taylor
Lyndall McCormack
Rachel Perkins (under 25)
David Martin (Warwick Chamber of Commerce)
Scott Bradburn (Stanthorpe Chamber of Commerce)

Not write to the community representatives of the former Economic Development
Advisory Committee and the Regional Promotion, Tourism and the Arts Advisory
Committee thanking them for their involvement and contribution to each of the Advisory
Committees.

Attachments
1.
2.
3.

Advisory Committee Policy PL-EX021View
Shaping Southern Downs Advisory Committee Terms of ReferenceView
Economic Development and Regional Promotion Advisory Committee Terms of
ReferenceView
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Item 10.2
Review of Advisory Committee Policy, Adoption of Terms of Reference for Shaping Southern Downs Advisory
Committee and Economic Development and Regional Promotion Advisory Committee and Appointment of Representatives
Attachment 1:
Advisory Committee Policy PL-EX021
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Item 10.2
Review of Advisory Committee Policy, Adoption of Terms of Reference for Shaping Southern Downs Advisory
Committee and Economic Development and Regional Promotion Advisory Committee and Appointment of Representatives
Attachment 1:
Advisory Committee Policy PL-EX021
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Item 10.2
Review of Advisory Committee Policy, Adoption of Terms of Reference for Shaping Southern Downs Advisory
Committee and Economic Development and Regional Promotion Advisory Committee and Appointment of Representatives
Attachment 1:
Advisory Committee Policy PL-EX021
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Item 10.2
Review of Advisory Committee Policy, Adoption of Terms of Reference for Shaping Southern Downs Advisory
Committee and Economic Development and Regional Promotion Advisory Committee and Appointment of Representatives
Attachment 1:
Advisory Committee Policy PL-EX021
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Item 10.2
Review of Advisory Committee Policy, Adoption of Terms of Reference for Shaping Southern Downs Advisory
Committee and Economic Development and Regional Promotion Advisory Committee and Appointment of Representatives
Attachment 1:
Advisory Committee Policy PL-EX021
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Item 10.2
Review of Advisory Committee Policy, Adoption of Terms of Reference for Shaping Southern Downs Advisory
Committee and Economic Development and Regional Promotion Advisory Committee and Appointment of Representatives
Attachment 1:
Advisory Committee Policy PL-EX021
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Item 10.2
Review of Advisory Committee Policy, Adoption of Terms of Reference for Shaping Southern Downs Advisory
Committee and Economic Development and Regional Promotion Advisory Committee and Appointment of Representatives
Attachment 1:
Advisory Committee Policy PL-EX021
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Item 10.2
Review of Advisory Committee Policy, Adoption of Terms of Reference for Shaping Southern Downs Advisory
Committee and Economic Development and Regional Promotion Advisory Committee and Appointment of Representatives
Attachment 1:
Advisory Committee Policy PL-EX021
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Item 10.2
Review of Advisory Committee Policy, Adoption of Terms of Reference for Shaping Southern Downs Advisory
Committee and Economic Development and Regional Promotion Advisory Committee and Appointment of Representatives
Attachment 1:
Advisory Committee Policy PL-EX021
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Item 10.2
Review of Advisory Committee Policy, Adoption of Terms of Reference for Shaping Southern Downs Advisory
Committee and Economic Development and Regional Promotion Advisory Committee and Appointment of Representatives
Attachment 2:
Shaping Southern Downs Advisory Committee Terms of Reference
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Item 10.2
Review of Advisory Committee Policy, Adoption of Terms of Reference for Shaping Southern Downs Advisory
Committee and Economic Development and Regional Promotion Advisory Committee and Appointment of Representatives
Attachment 2:
Shaping Southern Downs Advisory Committee Terms of Reference
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Item 10.2
Review of Advisory Committee Policy, Adoption of Terms of Reference for Shaping Southern Downs Advisory
Committee and Economic Development and Regional Promotion Advisory Committee and Appointment of Representatives
Attachment 2:
Shaping Southern Downs Advisory Committee Terms of Reference
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Item 10.2
Review of Advisory Committee Policy, Adoption of Terms of Reference for Shaping Southern Downs Advisory
Committee and Economic Development and Regional Promotion Advisory Committee and Appointment of Representatives
Attachment 3:
Economic Development and Regional Promotion Advisory Committee Terms of Reference
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Item 10.2
Review of Advisory Committee Policy, Adoption of Terms of Reference for Shaping Southern Downs Advisory
Committee and Economic Development and Regional Promotion Advisory Committee and Appointment of Representatives
Attachment 3:
Economic Development and Regional Promotion Advisory Committee Terms of Reference
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Item 10.2
Review of Advisory Committee Policy, Adoption of Terms of Reference for Shaping Southern Downs Advisory
Committee and Economic Development and Regional Promotion Advisory Committee and Appointment of Representatives
Attachment 3:
Economic Development and Regional Promotion Advisory Committee Terms of Reference
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10.3 Saleyards Advisory Committee Minutes 15 November 2018
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 12 December 2018

Manager Finance & Information
Technology

ECM Function No/s: 12.13

Recommendation
THAT Council:
1. Receive the minutes of the Saleyards Advisory Committee Meeting held on 15 November
2018.
2. Invite Matthew Grayson to be a member of the Southern Downs Saleyards Advisory
Committee.
Report
The Southern Downs Saleyards Advisory Committee met on 15 November 2018. Attached to this
report are the minutes of that meeting.
A request was made by Matthew Grayson to become a member of the Saleyards Advisory
Committee which has been endorsed by the committee members.
Budget Implications
Nil
Policy Consideration
Nil
Community Engagement
Nil
Legislation/Local Law
Nil
Options
1.

Council receive the Minutes of the Saleyards Advisory Committee meeting held on 15
November 2018 and endorse the new member.

2.

Council does not receive the Minutes of the Saleyards Advisory Committee meeting held on
15 November 2018 and does not endorse the new member.

Attachments
1.

Minutes Saleyards Advisory Committee 15 November 2018View
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Item 10.3
Saleyards Advisory Committee Minutes 15 November 2018
Attachment 1:
Minutes Saleyards Advisory Committee 15 November 2018
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Item 10.3
Saleyards Advisory Committee Minutes 15 November 2018
Attachment 1:
Minutes Saleyards Advisory Committee 15 November 2018
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Item 10.3
Saleyards Advisory Committee Minutes 15 November 2018
Attachment 1:
Minutes Saleyards Advisory Committee 15 November 2018
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Item 10.3
Saleyards Advisory Committee Minutes 15 November 2018
Attachment 1:
Minutes Saleyards Advisory Committee 15 November 2018
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11.

ENGINEERING SERVICES DEPARTMENT REPORTS

11.1 Infrastructure Services Department Monthly Report
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 12 December 2018

Director Infrastructure Services

ECM Function No/s: 04.15.01

Recommendation
THAT Council receive the Infrastructure Services Department Monthly Report.
Report
The following is provided for the information of Councillors.
2018/19 PROJECT STATUS REPORT
The information table 2018/19 Project Status Report for Community Services & Major Projects is
attached.
WORKS CONSTRUCTION, WORKSHOPS & ASSETS
Capital Program as at 30 November 2018 is attached
Design
Works Construction Section
Intersection of Amiens Road, Bapaume Road and Minuti Lane, Amiens
Reconstruction of intersections. Design is complete. Signoff complete. Construction commenced.
Condamine River Path Extension, Churchill Drive, Warwick
Footpath. Concept revised. Construction target Jan 2019
Yangan State Primary School, Yangan
Parking/drop-off area. Concept design commenced.
Cycle Path, Glen Aplin
Drawings for TMR approval. Construction commenced.
Rangers Road / Oxenham Street Intersection, Warwick
Design review in progress. Amendments progressing.
Jimmy Mann Road, Broadwater
Floodway design.
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Shared Bikeway, Guy St and Pratten St, Warwick
2018-19 CNLGGP. Preliminary concept development.
Other
Council infrastructure on Private Land, Stanthorpe
Design & construction of pump station access to New England Highway.
TMR response received. Awaiting budget amendment. Construction target Feb 2019.
Review of SDRC Traffic Management System
MUTCD Part 3 update and review of Traffic Management Procedure, Traffic Guidance Schemes
and Risk Assessments is progressing.
Asset Management/Geographical Information System

























GIS Coordinator compiled GIS data for consultant for flood investigation at Bradfields Lane,
Allora
Hosted two IntraMaps training sessions in Warwick and one in Stanthorpe for newer
employees.
Created a GIS layer of works requests from Merit for 2017/2018
Grants commission statistic for road network were compiled and errors found in asset data
were updated. Grants commission engineering section “other” was delivered to Finance
Department.
GIS data for Massie Aerodrome subdivision was complied
A Heavy vehicles layer for IntraMaps from DTMR data was created.
We continued adding historical traffic count data to current system
The road segment data for flood ways and bridges were updated and carparks & car parking
lanes found were updated in the database while checking it over in preparation of tender
documentation for the Road Condition Survey. Roads to be videoed only, videoed & assessed
have been marked up for the tender.
Maps were created for waste collection tender
Stormwater drainage easements were investigated to derive which ones are in favour of
Council or private.
The stormwater asset data hierarchy for Structures in Tech One was addressed with
Management.
The Stormwater Data base was checked and updating of database tables has been finalised.
The data will have final checks and then split up into the formats required for Tech One
imports and handed over to Finance for revaluation.
GPS survey and Data processing for the Hawker Road subdivision as constructed information
is underway.
GIS officer provided mapping of council lease areas forming part of the lease agreement and
registration with DNRME ongoing.
A fire hydrants map in Stanthorpe was provided to Stanthorpe Fire Captain.
Sewer and Water network maps of Warwick and Stanthorpe were prepared for new Director of
Infrastructure Services touring of the regions facilities.
The service of rural addressing is ongoing.
Water, Wastewater & Road project’s as constructed information processing is ongoing.
Asset staff supported the Electrical Vehicle charger project of the University of Queensland
with input into their tender document, to align it with Councils contribution in terms of
construction.
Capital Works Road staff were trained in as constructed information processing
The Bridge register was updated
The Fleet Management Procedure is continually worked on with workshop staff.
A list of Water & Wastewater facilities was prepared for Finance Department imports into Tech
One.
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GIS/AM Technical officer supported Water & Waste Water Hierarchy development for Tech
One.
Staff members received training in First Aid and Aerodrome Safety



Plant
Passenger Vehicles Due for Replacement for Next Three Months
Nil
Passenger Vehicles Replace this Month
Nil
WATER & WASTEWATER
Water & Wastewater Report as at 30 November 2018
Recycled Water Tables
WWTP - Performance against target levels of service November 2018.
WARWICK WWTP.

Number Licence compliance Parameters

Class A.

STP outlet.

Licence
Licence
Actual
Target
Target
1

5 Day BOD. mg/L

Max

20

20

2

TSS. mg/L

Max

5

4

TDS. mg/l
6

Turbidity NTU

7

pH

8

3

30

Actual

STANTHORPE WWTP.

IRG.4. Lyndhhurst
Stud.

Class B. Supply point.

W1 release point.
Quart pot creek.

Paramater

Licence
Target

Actual

Licence
Target

Actual

Licence
Target

50

21

20

BOD

30

82

100

4

30

TSS

9

1000

657

1500

590

<1500

864

1000

Max

2

3.6

Min

6

7.4

6.5

7.6

6.5

8.3

6.5

7.1

6.5

Max

8.5

7.7

8.5

7.6

9.0

8.3

9.0

7.2

9.0

0.3

0.5

0.3

<100

<10

<10

DALVEEN

KILLARNEY

CED Lagoon 7

IRG.1. CED

IRG.2.CED

Licence
Actual
target

Actual

Licence
Target

Actual

Licence
Actual
Target

NTU

Min

pH

Free Chlorine Residual.
mg/l

Max

E. coli. cfu/100 mL

Max

Faecal Coliform
(cfu/100 mL)

Max

1000

240,000

F. Cols

Elec. Cond. uS/cm

Max

3000

907

E.C.

15

5

<10

11.8
23

0.75
0.1

<10

WALLANGARRA

<10

6.5

7.4

6.5

9

8.8

8.5

7.4

8.5

9

1000

170,000

1000

20

1000

63

E.Coli

SAR. mg/l

10

Total N. mg/L

Max

5.23

125

11

Total P. mg/L

Max

0.57

20

6.91

12

Boron mg/L

Max

<2

0.091

Boron

13

Chloride. mg/L

Max

<250

295

Chloride

14

DO. mg/L

Min

15

Volume ML

ML

28.7

49.4

16

Odour Complaint

Yes

Warwick Inflow: ML

78.1

17

Other (Discharge to
creek)

No

153

8.8

9
Free Cl2

9

800

6.5

Tot. N
Tot.P

DO
39.3
Stanthorpe
inflow ML

39.3

W1 release

NO
Odour
Other

Legend

M/S
##

Meeting Target
Not Meeting Target
Missed sample
Lab Error
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Stanthorpe Recycled Water Scheme
Monthly Volume of Recycled Water Supplied (ML)
Group 1
Supply Year
2018-19

Eastern
Colour

July

Group 2
Hendrick
Pinata 1 Pinata 2
sen/Baro Visentin 1 Visentin 2
Kelly rd Ellwoods
nio
3.5607
0.0012
3.8768
1.3856

DPI

7.6582

August
September
October
November

7.9024
8.9681
10.7684
9.008

3.347
2.5843
5.7398
4.969

0.851

3.4975
1.48
4.7181
0.0017
1.1359
5.5242
3.193
3.3087
4.207
2.155

Group 3
Taylor
4.6964

Urban

Wren
1.2455

Receiving
Environment

Monthly
Total

5.0140
27.4384
3.537
23.30
4.613
27.73
4.15 unknown (rain event)
48.30
28.93

2.2081
1.3269
2.8616
2.8432
9.131
5.6388
5.082
3.513

December
January
February
March
April
May
June

155.70
Full Allocation (ML)
YTD Total (ML)
YTD Target (ML)
YTD Target (%)
Full Allocation (%)

103

1

42

10

42

19

15

31

16

279

44.3

0.9

20.2

0.0

21.8

8.2

4.4

24.0

14.6

138

103.0
43%
43%

1.0
85%
85%

42.0
48%
48%

10.0
0%
0%

42.0
52%
52%

19.0
43%
43%

15.0
30%
30%

31.0
77%
77%

16.0
91%
91%

50%
50%

279

Irrigators are under expected targets
Discharges to the Quart Port Creek

Potable Water Table
Water Supply from Treatment Plants – Month of
Number Licence compliance Parameters
NTU
1

Physical

2

pH

3
4

Free Chlorine Residual (mg/L)
E. coli (cfu/100mL)

November
ADWG
Standard

Status
0.94

<1

Taste
Complaint
Odour
Complaint
Minimum
Maximum
Maximum
Nil

Warwick Stanthorpe
WTP
WTP

6.5
8.5
<5.0

Status

Killarney
WTP

Wallangarra
WTP

0.3

Status
0.14

Status
0.26

0

0

0

0

0
6.84
7.23
3.20
0

0
7.21
7.38
2.2
0

0
7.71
7.92
2.2
0

0
6.84
7.23
2.9
0

Legend
Meeting Target
Not Meeting Target
Not Measured
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Monthly Water Consumptions Graphs

Monthly consumption ML

Warwick Monthly Water consumption 13 months to Nov 2018
260.00

Leslie Dam
(Max 106,200 ML) 8.78%; 9329 ML for SDRC
Connolly Dam (Max 2,590ML) 57.1%

240.00

220.00
200.00

Consumption

180.00

Winter 5 years

160.00

Summer 5 Years

140.00

Annual Average

120.00

100.00
Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov
2017 2017 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018

Monthly consumption ML

Stanthorpe Monthly Water consumption 13 months to Nov 2018
70

Storm King Dam (Max 2180ML) 63.4%

60

Consumption

50
Winter 5 years

40

Summer 5 Years

30
20
Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov
2017 2017 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018

Annual Average

Wallangarra Monthly Water consumption 13 months to Nov 2018
BeeHive (Max 97 ML) 100%
The Soak (Max 22 ML) 75%

6.00
5.00
4.00

3.00

Consumption

2.00

Annual average

1.00
0.00
Nov Dec
Jan
Feb Mar Apr May Jun
Jul
Aug Sep
Oct Nov
2017 2017 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018
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Monthly consumption ML

Killarney Monthly Water consumption 13 months to Nov 2018
16.0
14.0
12.0

Consumption

10.0

Winter 5 years

8.0

Summer 5 Years

6.0

Annual Average

4.0
Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov
2017 2017 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018

Avg Daily Consumption per Connection November2018
(based on September 2018 meter readings)

6,000

Litres /connection/day

5,000

4,000

3,000
Commercial
2,000

Residential

1,000

0

Water Supply Scheme
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Residential Water Consumption Comparison (based on 2.3
person per household) (Sept 2018 meter readings)
500.00

Nov-18

450.00

Nov-17

Litres per person per day

400.00

Consumption
Target

350.00
300.00
250.00

200.00
150.00
100.00
50.00
0.00
Stanthorpe Warwick

Killarney Wallangarra

Allora

Dalveen

Leyburn

Pratten

Yangan

Budget Implications
Nil
Policy Consideration
Nil
Community Engagement
Nil
Legislation/Local Law
Nil
Options
1.
2.

Receive the Infrastructure Services Department Monthly Report; or
Do not receive the Infrastructure Services Department Monthly Report.

Attachments
1.
2.

Community Services & Major Projects 2018/19 Project Status ReportView
Works Consturction, Workshops & Assets Capital ProgramView
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Item 11.1
Infrastructure Services Department Monthly Report
Attachment 1:
Community Services & Major Projects 2018/19 Project Status Report
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Item 11.1
Infrastructure Services Department Monthly Report
Attachment 1:
Community Services & Major Projects 2018/19 Project Status Report
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Item 11.1
Infrastructure Services Department Monthly Report
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Community Services & Major Projects 2018/19 Project Status Report
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Item 11.1
Infrastructure Services Department Monthly Report
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Community Services & Major Projects 2018/19 Project Status Report
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Item 11.1
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Item 11.1
Infrastructure Services Department Monthly Report
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Item 11.1
Infrastructure Services Department Monthly Report
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Item 11.1
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Item 11.1
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Item 11.1
Infrastructure Services Department Monthly Report
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Item 11.1
Infrastructure Services Department Monthly Report
Attachment 1:
Community Services & Major Projects 2018/19 Project Status Report
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Item 11.1
Infrastructure Services Department Monthly Report
Attachment 2:
Works Consturction, Workshops & Assets Capital Program
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11.2 Connolly Dam
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 12 December 2018

Manager Community Services &
Major Projects

ECM Function No/s: 32.19

Recommendation
THAT Council:
1.

Amend the 2018/19 Fees and Charges for Connolly Dam and Washpool Reserve to reflect
the following: Children (under 13 years of age) per camper, per night incl GST $7.00
 Adults (13 years of age and over) per camper, per night incl GST $14.00
 Powered Sites (in addition to Camping Site Fee) per day incl GST $7.00

2.

Permit the use of electric or oar power boats on Connolly Dam seven (7) days a week during
daylight hours.

Report
Connolly Dam has not historically been considered as a recreation facility but more primarily as a
water supply for the region. Arrangements for allowing boating on the Dam up until 2007 were that
boats were only allowed one Sunday a month and could only be propelled by oars or electric
motors. Any person wishing to take advantage of this also needed to become a member of the
Warwick District Fish Stocking Association Incorporated (WDFSA) (if they were not already
members).
At the General Meeting of the Warwick Shire Council on 28 February 2007, it was resolved to
increase accessibility of boating to include every Saturday and Sunday and maintain the
requirement for only oar and electric propulsion to be permissible. All vessel operators would still
be required to be members of the WDFSA. This was to ensure that funding would remain
available for the association to continue the stocking of the dam.
As of 1 July 2018, Council commenced promoting Connolly Dam as a recreational facility and
provided a new ablutions block and 20 camping sites to encourage greater usage of the facility.
The exiting boating conditions requiring overnight and multi-day visitors to become members of the
WDFSA before putting a vessel of any sort on the Dam and then only being permitted on the Dam
on weekends is counter-productive to the intent of developing the camping facilities at this location.
In order to promote the facility and increase usage, visitors should be permitted to use electric and
or oar powered vessels during daylight hours 7 days a week and there should be no requirement
for membership of the WDFSA.
In order to offset the financial loss to the WDFSA and ensuring that appropriate funding is available
to enable stocking of the Dam, the Chief Executive Officer suggested an increase in the camp site
fee at both Connolly Dam and Washpool Camping Reserves that are operated by Council.
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Budget Implications
The current fees and charges are to be amended to reflect the following new fees and charges,
which is an increase of one dollar on each item.
Camping Site Fee
Children (under 13 years of age) per camper, per night incl GST $7.00
Adults (13 years of age and over) per camper, per night incl GST $14.00
Powered Sites (in addition to Camping Site Fee) per day incl GST $7.00
The increase in revenue will be offset by the outgoing contribution that would be made to the
WDFSA annually to pay for the stocking of Connolly Dam.
Policy Consideration
Nil
Community Engagement
Nil
Legislation/Local Law
Local Government Act 2009
Local Government Regulation 2012
Options
Council:1.

Amend the 2018/19 Fees and Charges, Connolly Dam and Washpool Reserve to reflect the
following: Children (under 13 years of age) per camper, per night incl GST $7.00
 Adults (13 years of age and over) per camper, per night incl GST $14.00
 Powered Sites (in addition to Camping Site Fee) per day incl GST $7.00

2.

Permit the use of electric or oar power boats on Connolly Dam seven (7) days a week during
daylight hours.

3.

Leaves the fees as they currently are listed in the Fees and Charges document, whilst still
allowing users of the facility to place electric or oar powered boats on Connolly dam without
the need to be a member of WDFSA.

4.

Make no changes to the existing arrangements.

Attachments
Nil
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12.

PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT & CORPORATE SERVICES DEPARTMENT REPORTS

12.1 Change Application for Material Change of Use - Lucas Riley, 14135 Cunningham
Higwhay, Rosenthal Heights
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 12 December 2018

Planning and Compliance
Coordinator

ECM Function No/s: MCU\01934.01

APPLICANT:
OWNER:
ADDRESS:
RPD:
ZONE:
PROPOSAL:
LEVEL OF ASSESSMENT:
SUBMITTERS:
REFERRALS:

Lucas J Riley
Lucas J Riley
14135 Cunningham Highway, Rosenthal Heights
Lot 640 ML68, Parish of Rosenthal, County of Merivale
Rural
Low impact industry (Motor vehicle workshop and Chiller boxes
for storage of game meat) – Change Application
Impact
Four (4), plus One (1) not properly made
Department of State Government, Manufacturing, Infrastructure
and Planning

Recommendation Summary
THAT Council approve the change application in relation to the Development Approval dated 5
September 2018 for a Low impact industry (Motor vehicle workshop and Chiller boxes for storage
of game meat) on land at 14135 Cunningham Highway, Rosenthal Heights, described as Lot 640
ML68, Parish of Rosenthal, County of Merivale, and Condition 7 and Advisory Note (xi) be
amended as follows:
7.

The only trucks that are to access the land for purposes associated with either the Motor
vehicle workshop or the Chiller boxes are to be rigid vehicles only. No semi-trailers or Bdoubles are to access the land for purposes associated with these uses either the Motor
vehicle workshop or the Chiller boxes.

(xi)

Any change application to allow semi-trailers or B-doubles to access the land for purposes
associated with either the motor vehicle workshop or the chiller boxes, must include referral
to the State Assessment and Referral Agency to allow a reassessment of the Department of
Transport and Main Roads' (DTMR) requirements for access from the Cunningham Highway.

Report
A Negotiated Decision Notice was issued on 5 September 2018 approving a Low impact Industry
(motor vehicle workshop and chiller boxes for storage of game meat) on land at 14135
Cunningham Highway, Rosenthal Heights.
The applicant has submitted a Change Application in relation to this approval, requesting Council
to change Condition 7 to allow semi-trailers to access the land to collect carcasses between the
currently approved hours of 6.00am to 9.00pm.
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Condition 7 of the approval state as follows:
7.

The only trucks that are to access the land for purposes associated with either the Motor
vehicle workshop or the Chiller boxes are to be rigid vehicles only. No semi-trailers or
B-doubles are to access the land for purposes associated with these uses.

The applicant has requested Council change this condition to allow two semi-trailers a week to
access the land for purposes associated with the chiller boxes.
Although the applicant was requested to provide details of how the impacts associated with dust,
noise and lights would be addressed, no information has been provided to date. Prior to submitting
the change application, the applicant verbally stated that a semi-trailer has no greater impact than
a rigid truck with respect to dust, noise and light impacts.
The access to the site is via the Cunningham Highway, a State-controlled road. The State
Assessment and Referral Agency (SARA) had conditioned the construction of an access which
must be designed and constructed in accordance with DTMR’s requirements. The access requires
a 20 metre setback. Since the issue of the approval the applicant has constructed the access to
the site.
The following Advisory Note was included on the approval:
(xi)

Any change application to allow semi-trailers or B-doubles to access the land for purposes
associated with either the motor vehicle workshop or the chiller boxes, must include referral
to the State Assessment and Referral Agency to allow a reassessment of the Department of
Transport and Main Roads' (DTMR) requirements for access from the Cunningham Highway.

The following advice was received from the DTMR on Wednesday, 24 October 2018:
I can confirm with you that should Council agree to the change of development request
(from rigid to articulated 19m vehicles) that the driveway is currently designed and
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constructed to accommodate an articulated vehicle (19m semi). As such this department
would have no objection to the request and would not require any changes to the conditions
already imposed on the development.
When assessing a change application for a ‘minor change’, Council must also consider:
(a)

any properly made submissions to the original development application;

(b)

all matters Council would assess the application against if it were a development application;
and

(c)

any other matter Council considers relevant.

The submissions received objecting to the original application mentioned the use of semi-trailers,
although this was in relation to the use of the land having commenced unlawfully and semi-trailers
being used to collect carcasses and not a rigid body truck as detailed in the development
application.
Nearby residents have experienced impacts associated with the use and the applicant has
continued to operate from the site in non-compliance with the original approval. Council receives
multiple complaints regarding this business on a daily basis; either via email, telephone or in
person. The complaints relate to ongoing non-compliance with the conditions of approval,
specifically in relation to the use of semi-trailers and shooters arriving on site outside of the
approved hours, and traffic safety concerns associated with semi-trailers entering and exiting the
property via the Cunningham Highway.
Despite Council having photographic evidence that semi-trailers have been accessing the chiller
boxes, and shooters have been accessing the chiller boxes outside the approved hours of
operation, the applicant contends that only family members and friends are at the site outside of
the approved hours. The applicant also asserts that the driver of the semi-trailer is a family
member calling in to visit the applicant.
The approval was conditioned to reduce potential impacts on nearby residents by limiting the hours
of operation, requiring the erection of screen fencing and the planting of landscaping. The
screened fencing has been installed and a Photinia hedge has been planted by the applicant.
Given consideration of the proposed ‘minor change’ to allow two semi-trailers to access the site
each week, the proposed change can be considered a reasonable request, having regard to the
following:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

there is no proposal to extend the times during which trucks will be accessing the site (i.e.
between 6.00am and 9.00pm);
the DTMR has no objection to the use of semi-trailers, and does not require any change to
SARA’s conditions;
the impacts associated with a semi-trailer are similar to those associated with a large rigid
truck; and
the approval includes conditions to require screen fencing and landscaping to reduce the
impacts associated with the use.

Options
Council:
1.

Approve the Change Application and amend Condition 7 to allow semi-trailers.

2.

Refuse the Change Application giving reasons for the refusal.

Attachments
Nil
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12.2 Material Change of Use - Royal Duke Holdings Pty Ltd, 396 Keoghs Road, Elbow Valley
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 12 December 2018

Acting Development Assessment
Coordinator

ECM Function No/s: MCU\02009

APPLICANT:
OWNER:
ADDRESS:
RPD:
ZONE:
PROPOSAL:
LEVEL OF ASSESSMENT:
SUBMITTERS:
REFERRALS:

Royal Duke Holdings Pty Ltd
Joyful View Garden Real Estate Development Resort Co. Pty Ltd
396 Keoghs Road Elbow Valley
Lot 1000 on SP 268215, Parish of Wildash
Rural
Undefined use (Commercial Ground Water Extraction)
Impact
Six
Department of State Development, Manufacturing, Infrastructure
and Planning

Recommendation Summary
THAT the application for Material Change of Use for Commercial Ground Water Extraction on Lot
1000 on SP268215, located at 396 Keoghs Road, Elbow Valley, be refused for the reasons
outlined in the recommendation.
Report
This application seeks approval to establish a water extraction and distribution facility within the
north-eastern portion of the Cherrabah property at Elbow Valley.

Figure 1

Site location – Aerial Photograph_v1.ai
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The area proposed for water extraction is located adjacent the access road as shown in Figure 2
below. The proposed facility is to include a proprietary filter system and water storage tanks within
a purpose-built shed. Bottling of water is not proposed to occur on site. Water is to be collected by
a water tanker (19m articulated vehicles AV) and delivered to a bottling facility on the Gold Coast.

Figure 2

Site Plan_v1.ai

Specific features of the proposed development include:


Installation of (1) one purpose-built Water filtration and storage shed (24m x 10m) (refer to
Plates 1 and 2);



The filtration and storage component of the facility is proposed to be accommodated internally
within the shed, specifically:



o

Two (2) 30kL Water Storage Tanks;

o

One (1) 47kL Feed Tank;

o

One (1) 47kL Waste Tank;

o

One (1) 40ft container housing ancillary pumping equipment;

o

One (1) 20ft storage container

Access to the water extraction and distribution facility is to be via the existing internal paved
driveway and a purpose built service road that will allow vehicles to enter and exit the site in a
forward gear.
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The proposed development is to be serviced by one (1) hardstand area adjoining the water
storage shed to allow for one (1) additional vehicle to pass filling cartage vehicles.

The Applicant has identified the development as an undefined use following discussions with
Council in a pre-lodgement meeting where it was recognised that the proposed use was not
elsewhere specifically defined under the Southern Downs Planning Scheme (the Planning
Scheme).
The property owner, Joyful View Garden Real Estate Development Resort Co. Pty Ltd, has an
existing Water Licence issued by the Department of Natural Resources, Mines and Energy
(Reference: 187239), for the purpose of taking of underground water from the site, for commercial
purposes, providing an entitlement of 96 megalitres (ML) per water year.
The licences granted by the State Government for taking water at the property are summarised as
follows:
2008 Water Licence issued for 25ML/ year; licence granted based on a water assessment
completed by GHD.
2010 Amended Water Licence issued for 96ML/year; licence granted based on a water
assessment completed by Rockwater (June 2009).
2017 Extension to the 2010 Water Licence, pursuant to Section 213 of the Water Act 2000, until
June 2111.
The water extraction and distribution facility is proposed operate 7 days per week. Water cartage
vehicles (19m AVs) are to travel to and from the site on average of two (2) times per day. There
may be days with up to four (4) return trips, however, this would be followed by days with no trips.
Generally, vehicles are expected to travel to and from the site during the morning; however, this is
subject to change depending on circumstances at the time.
Further details on the operational aspects of the proposal are provided in Table 1.
Table 1

Operational aspects

Operational category

Description

Water Extraction

The Water Licence No. 18729 (Water Licence) obtained for the Department of
Natural Resources and Mines has a maximum nominal entitlement of
96 Megalitres (ML) per water year (1 July to 30 June).
The Water Licence pertains to Registered Bore RN. 149089, identified as Bore
B on the site plan.

Monitoring &
Management

The conditions of the Water Licence require the licence holder to measure and
monitor the water levels within the bore and provide the information to the
State and pursuant to the Water Act 2000.

Filtration & onsite storage

The extracted groundwater will be filtered onsite in accordance with the
Australian Drinking Water Standards.
The proposed water filtration and storage shed has two 30 kilolitre (kL) water
storage tanks.

Collection Arrangements

The proposed water extraction and distribution facility does not involve the
provision of onsite bottling.
The extracted groundwater will be filtered on site and collected by an
articulated vehicle for transportation to a Gold Coast bottling facility, via
Warwick-Killarney Road, New England Highway, Cunningham Highway,
Ipswich Motorway, M2 and M1.
Typically, there will be one person on site to coordinate the collection of water.

Waste Disposal

A 47kL waste tank is provided within the water filtration and storage shed for
the storage of by-products generated by the extraction and filtration process.
All waste by-products will be disposed of in accordance with the relevant
standards.

Access Parking &

The applicant has provided a Traffic and Transport Technical Memorandum
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Operational category

Description

Servicing

prepared by Cardno Traffic and Transport. The haulage route is via Keoghs
Road, Cullendore Road and Warwick-Killarney Road.

Vehicular Access

Vehicle access to the proposed development will be via the existing vehicle
crossover on Keogh Road and internal driveway within the site.
A swept path analysis for a 19m AV has been completed and demonstrates
that the collection vehicle can safely enter and exit the site in a forward gear.

Traffic Generation

The proposed water extraction and distribution facility may generate up to nine
vehicles per day.

Plate 1

Proposed water filtration storage shed

Plate 2

Water treatment system

Matters Raised in Submissions
Six submissions were received to the application. The matters raised in the submissions are
addressed below.
Issue/concern

Description

The development is likely to
be detrimental to livestock
grazing business (and
neighbouring landholders)
due to the impact on water
availability.

The supporting documentation analysing the groundwater reserves and
impacts from the proposed activities (Rockwater and Larry Cook Reports),
states that there is a likelihood that the extraction of water from the
Cherrabah bore may impact downstream water availability.

The development will
increase traffic and risk to

The additional water trucking activities may impact local amenity and at
times, have some minor impact on farmstay/B&B activities through

The surrounding grazing and livestock industries are heavily reliant on
spring-fed dams and creeks to water livestock.
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Issue/concern
safety on Keoghs Road.

Description
increased noise and dust. These impacts will be limited to those properties
along Keoghs Road, in close proximity to the Cherrabah Resort, with the
extractive industry sites further along Keoghs Road (at the intersection with
O’Deas Road) expected to generate the majority of noise and dust nuisance
in the area. The risks to safety where vehicles are passing water carting
trucks along the narrow carriageway of Keoghs Road is negligible
considering the amount of traffic the proposal will generate.

Public notification not
undertaken in accordance
with the Planning Act 2016
and DA Rules.

Concerns were raised that the public notice and public notification (letters to
landowners) was not undertaken in accordance with the requirements of the
legislation. Submitters complained of the location of the sign on Keoghs
Road and Cherry Gully Road being placed inappropriately making it difficult
to view. Submitters also raised concerns that property owners were not
notified, though eligibility for notification was reviewed and found to be
appropriate.
In accordance with the provisions of Section 53(3) of the Planning Act 2016,
Council may assess and decide a development application even if some of
the requirement for public notification have not been complied with, but only
if Council considers that any non-compliance has not –
(a)

Adversely affected the public’s awareness of the existence and nature
of the application; or

(b)

Restricted the public’s opportunity to make properly made submissions
about the application.

It is considered that the public was aware of the application, and had
adequate opportunity to make properly made submissions.
Signs were placed on the Keoghs Road, Hopgood Road and Cherribah
Cherry Gully Road frontages, in proximity to the proposed development.
There is an unnamed road adjacent to the south western part of the land
which highly vegetated and traverses an elevated portion of the site. These
factors appear to make this road reserve inaccessible. Because of the
challenges associated with accessing this road, a sign was not located on
this frontage.
Under Schedule 3 (s 5) of the Development Assessment Rules, if the
premises has more than one road frontage, a public notice must be placed
on each publicly accessible road frontage for the premises. As the unmade
road reserve within the south-western part of the land is not ‘publicly
accessible’ due to the road being unmade, the topography of the land, and
the heavy vegetation in this area, it was considered that in accordance with
Section 53(3) of the Planning Act 2016, not placing a public notification sign
on this road reserve would not adversely affect the public’s awareness of
the application.
Worsening water shortages
in properties adjoining
Cherrabah Resort.

The headwaters for the Murray/Darling system have their origins in the
Condamine River and Elbow Valley. The groundwater resources for
properties adjoining the Cherrabah Resort have been seriously eroded,
which also affects properties downstream.
Since the time of the Rockwater report study, groundwater supply has
reduced markedly within the properties surrounding the resort.
Residents suggest the water capture and storage facilities within the
Cherrabah Resort have directly contributed to the current groundwater
shortage.

Water licence not evidence
of supply.

Submitters are concerned that the allocation of groundwater entitlement
through the water licence does not mean there is water available and does
not take into account the possible impacts to rural industries and primary
production activities within neighbouring properties.

The report prepared by

The Rockwater report (Groundwater Supply Assessment to Increase
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Issue/concern
Rockwater fails to support
the proposed water
extraction activities beyond
12 months.

Description
Allocation Cherrabah Resort June 2009) states that while Cherrabah may
be able to extract 200ML\year based on reported aquifer modelling, there
was no certainty that pumping at this rate could be achieved beyond that
period.
The recommendations in the report included that the method of data
collection should be approved by Rockwater, as the report states in several
areas that Cherrabah Resort staff undertook data collection, effectively
diminishing the rigour of the assessment.
The Rockwater report also describes areas where data previously captured
cannot be relied upon and has needed to be discounted.
In particular, the bore proposed to be used in relation to this application
showed data inconsistent with other bores in the area. The report is littered
with statements that confirm the previous analysis to be unreliable and the
proposal unlikely to be able to sustained beyond one year e.g.:
o The actual pumping rate may have been only half the recorded rate.
Also, for some tests the pumping rate was not kept constant, making the
data unsuitable for analysis.
o During the S1 test there was no drawdown in bore B; but when B was
pumped there was a strong response in S1. This indicates that the data
from one of the tests are erroneous.
o Extended pumping without detailed knowledge of recharge is risky.
Based on the modelling conducted, there is insufficient recharge data to
enable reliable modelling of aquifer sustainability beyond 12 months.
o after 12 months of continuous pumping there is a risk that the aquifer
will begin to deplete, if water level drawdown reaches aquifer
boundaries or recharge rates are not maintained.
The report compiled by Larry Cook referenced in the Rockwater report is
stated as being not a comprehensive analysis, rather a work in progress.

Possible contamination of
groundwater through
rainwater recharge of
aquifers.

Residents suggest that the activities undertaken on the property (Cherrabah
Resort) in association with shooting may contribute to lead contamination
through recharge of the aquifers via rainfall.
Investigations were undertaken in relation to complaints about lead
contamination from shooting activities, and no evidence of contamination
was found.
There is also concern that music festivals where toileting facilities, sewage
effluent and treatment infrastructure do not service all guests’ requirements
appropriately, may also contribute to downstream contamination.
These festivals are conditioned to require appropriate infrastructure to be
provided, and waste to be disposed of appropriately.
These concerns relate more to the use of Cherrabah for shooting activities
and music festivals, and not to the proposed development.

There is no benefit for the
region.

Submitters are concerned that the cost associated with repairing the
damage to the road caused by increased traffic, and the reduced availability
of water for local farmers will lead to an increase in the costs to primary
producers.
Submitters state that the proposal provides no benefits to the local
community or the Southern Downs Region, and is contrary to the public
interest.

Process to decide the
increase in groundwater
allocation.

Submitters are concerned about the State Government’s decision to
approve an increase in groundwater allocation based on the findings of the
Rockwater report (Groundwater Supply Assessment to Increase Allocation
Cherrabah Resort June 2009). It is suggested that the findings of the report
do not provide sufficient evidence to support the application for an increase
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Issue/concern

Description
in groundwater entitlement.

Assessment against the Planning Scheme
The following provides an assessment of the proposal against the Southern Downs Planning
Scheme and includes the Strategic framework, desired outcomes and elements:
 Climate change and environmental hazards
 Waterways and wetlands
 Environmental impacts
 Rural land and production areas
 Water management
 Rural industries and primary production
These Elements reflect the importance of the water resources for the region and provide a relevant
comparative assessment of the proposed water extraction activities. It is noted that there are no
Elements, Specific outcomes or Land use strategies that support the proposed activities.
3.3

Settlement pattern
 3.3.9

Element Climate change and environmental hazards

CSIRO has identified that the Southern Downs Region as part of south-east Queensland is
likely to become warmer with more hot days and fewer cold nights. Water resources are
likely to be stressed due to a decline in annual rainfall and greater evaporation leading to a
tendency for less run off into rivers. Droughts are likely to be more frequent and more
severe.
There is a general consensus that water security will become more important taking into account
possible impacts of our changing climate. The proposal is in conflict with this Element as it seeks
to utilise water resources which are an essential component in sustaining the naturally occurring
biodiversity values and rural production activities for the region.
The application and supporting material have not established an acceptable level of risk to allow
the groundwater available to the property owner under entitlement to be utilised for the purpose
proposed.
An assessment of the supporting material to the application, including the Water Licence and
groundwater analysis undertaken by the consultant Rockwater (Groundwater Supply Assessment
to Increase Allocation Cherrabah Resort June 2009) referred to as the Rockwater report, is
provided further in this report.
3.4

Natural environment

The waterways that rise in the Southern Downs are of regional and national significance as part of
the Murray Darling River system which has its headwaters in the eastern part of the region. The
northern river systems flow into the Condamine catchment through the Condamine River Subbasin and the southern river systems flow into the Border Rivers catchment through the Dumaresq
River sub-basin. The catchments are protected.
 3.4.3

Element Waterways and wetlands

The waterways and wetlands have environmental, economic and cultural significance and
their health is crucial to the future wellbeing and growth of the Southern Downs.
A portion of the property to the south west is included within the water resources catchment
overlay that includes the Connolly Dam. The long term impacts from the proposal are not known
and have not been identified within the application or supporting material. The removal of
groundwater from the aquifers may have an adverse impact on downstream flows through
recharging to replace the water taken, thereby reducing runoff.
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3.6 Natural resources and landscape
 3.6.2

Element Rural land and production areas

Agricultural and pastoral activity underpins the economy of the Southern Downs and is
strengthened and supported by protecting rural land and production areas, innovation,
diversification and value adding.
There is insufficient information provided on the short and long term impacts to groundwater
resources likely to be experienced from the proposal, in particular the impacts to agricultural and
associated rural uses.
3.8 Infrastructure and services
 3.8.3

Element Water management

Water infrastructure is provided and sustainably managed on a total watercycle basis for
community and environmental wellbeing.
This Element provides for water to be managed as a valuable and finite regional resource on a
total water cycle, with the need to balance the uses of water and its role in the natural, urban and
rural environment. The proposed development does not represent sustainable management of
water resources, particularly considering the current drought conditions and restrictions on water
usage.
3.9 Economic Development
 3.9.2

Element Rural industries and primary production

Rural industries and primary production underpin the economy and contribute to the cultural
identity of the Southern Downs Region.
The risks associated with the loss of groundwater resources within Elbow Valley include impacts to
rural industries and primary production and the flow on effects to the regional economy. Until these
risks are able to be quantified sufficiently, an assessment against the merits of the proposal cannot
be made. Council may not be able to support this proposal or any similar venture.
Assessment against codes
This assessment has reviewed how the proposal addresses the requirements within the Planning
Scheme and applicable codes. The following codes have been identified as being applicable to the
assessment of this application:
 Rural Zone Code
 Car Parking and Loading Code
 Bushfire Hazard Overlay Code
 Water Resource Overlay Code
 Biodiversity areas overlay code
 Outdoor lighting code
 Physical infrastructure code
Assessment against the applicable zone code, development and overlay codes is provided below.
Rural Zone Code
Performance | Acceptable outcomes
PO1 - Use
The rural or natural environment character of
the land is retained. Uses established in the
Rural zone do not conflict with rural land uses
or the natural, scenic and community values of
the area. No development is to proceed within
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Assessment
The proposed removal of groundwater from the property
for use elsewhere poses an operational risk to the resort
use and an unquantifiable risk to local groundwater
users.
The impacts to rural uses surrounding the property are
largely unknown and are therefore difficult to quantify
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the area defined as the proposed Emu Swamp
Dam.

without a more rigorous examination of the groundwater
reservoirs within the property and those that may be
connected to reservoirs/aquifers and or springs, creeks
or watercourses beyond the property.

PO2

The proposed activity may conflict with the adjacent rural
activities by removal of groundwater supply required to
sustain rural activities in the region.

Rural activity on land is protected from conflict
with other uses that are not rural uses.

Reference is made to the issue of recharging of
groundwater supplies in the Rockwater report to support
an increase in water allocation of the property owner’s
Water Licence, which states:
 Extended pumping without detailed knowledge of
recharge is risky. Based on the modeling conducted,
there is insufficient recharge data to enable reliable
modeling of aquifer sustainability beyond 12 months.
This application proposes a long-term groundwater
extraction program that is not for the purposes of
supporting water supply for the resort use and may not
be able to be sustained beyond 12 months according to
the consultant’s report.
The long-term extraction of water in the quantities
prescribed also has the potential to interfere with water
supply requirements of rural activities in the region
through depletion of existing water supplies.
PO3
Development does not adversely impact on
the function, connectivity and pasture
productivity of the stock route network.

AO4.2
Uses other than Dual occupancy, a Home
based business or Short-term accommodation
(not exceeding 12 guests) have access to the
Region’s road network via fully constructed
sealed roads from the property boundary.
PO4
The safe and efficient operation of roads and
access is maintained having regard to the
nature of vehicles using the road, the location
of uses that may be adversely affected by
noise or dust generated by the use of the road
and the location and design of access.

PO8
Development is sensitive and responsive to
the scenic amenity of the area. The
appearance and siting of buildings, other
structures, carparking areas or signage is
compatible with the scenic character of the
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The stock routes adjoin a neighbouring property to the
west and are located downstream of, or below the
elevation of the Cherrabah property.
The proposed development may result in reduces water
supply available for the watering of stock using the stock
route.
The Cherrabah Resort has access to a constructed
sealed road, i.e. Cherrabah Cherry Gully Road to
Keoghs Road. The proposal has a mapped transport
route from Keoghs Road to O’Deas Road to Cullendore
Road to Warwick – Killarney Road (State Controlled
Road).
Whilst the majority of the road network to the State
controlled section is an appropriate width for the
proposed traffic generated from the proposal, the section
of Keogh’s Road from the property to O’Deas Road is, in
places, between 3 to 5m in width, requiring traffic to use
the road verge (shoulder) to avoid passing traffic.
This has the potential to create dust in addition to that
created by the two existing quarries in close proximity to
the resort. The degree of traffic generated from the
proposed water extraction activities is said to vary from 1
return (2 trips) to 4 return (8 trips) per day plus one staff
member (2 trips). This is in addition to the amount of
general (day to day) resort traffic which has not been
provided within the application material.
The proposal includes the placement of water treatment
facilities within a shipping container adjacent to the main
entrance thoroughfare of the resort.
The proposed water filtration building cannot be
considered to be sensitive and responsive to the scenic
amenity of the area or a building design compatible with
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area, particularly when viewed from roads.
The development is sensitive to the design of
any nearby structures and is respectful and
sympathetic to any Local heritage place.

the scenic character of the area.

PO9

The proposal seeks to draw water from underground
aquifers that currently support cropping and grazing
activities within Elbow Valley and surrounding areas.

Land
identified
as
Agricultural
Land
Classification (ALC) Class A and Class B is
conserved for rural use in accordance with the
State Planning Policy. The productive capacity
of the land is protected and maintained.

There are no guarantees
and supporting material
(groundwater) resources
beyond a twelve month
extraction program.

provided with
that current
are able to
period, with

the application
water supply
be sustained
the proposed

Additional assessment benchmarks for the Granite hills precinct Uses
PO21
The proposal is located within an area void of vegetation
and does not involve site works that may impact remnant
Uses are limited to uses that do not
vegetation.
compromise the natural environment character
or scenic value of the land, are safe from The design and location of the proposal is likely to cause
environmental hazards and are located on significant conflict with agricultural practices outside the
sites that have adequate and appropriate property.
access.
The application’s supporting documentation clearly
In particular –
states there is little confidence in the veracity of studies
undertaken in relation to groundwater availability.
(a) The development does not result in the
clearing of any remnant vegetation either for In addition, there is no assurance provided that the
site works or protection from hazards;
proposed activities can be undertaken without continued
depletion of groundwater supply in the area. It is evident
(b) The use is located, designed and
that local groundwater supply is heavily relied on by local
constructed so that it is not likely to cause
farmers and graziers.
conflict with agricultural practices;
The proposed building is not aesthetically pleasing nor
(c) The use has low visual impact particularly
does it fit with the resort’s rural character.
where located on highways, main roads or
tourist routes.

Water Resource Catchments Overlay Code
The purpose of the Water resource catchments overlay code is to ensure that use and
development of land within water resource catchments is managed to protect the qualities of the
catchment. The proposal is in conflict with overall outcome (a) for this Code which states:
(a) Water storage supplies are not adversely affected by development or the effects of
development.
While the location of the bore and associated water extraction infrastructure is not located within
the Water resources catchment overlay, the proposal seeks to draw groundwater from the aquifers
located beneath the Cherrabah property, an activity which will directly affected the water storage
supplies that have and continue to support rural industries and primary production activities within
the region.
Performance | Acceptable outcomes
PO1
Development does not have adverse effects
on the quality or quantity of water entering
Beehive Dam, Connolly Dam, Glenlyon Dam,
Leslie Dam or Storm King Dam.

Assessment
A portion of the property to the south west lies within the
water resource catchment area that includes Connolly
Dam though is quite distant from the water storage
facility.
The proposal is unlikely to impact surface water directly;
however, surface water is required to provide recharge to
groundwater reserves within the region. The Rockwater
report states:
2

“The area of the recharge is approximately 20km and
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covers the majority of the Cherrabah property”
There is insufficient evidence provided by the applicant
to confirm that a reduction of the groundwater reserves
will not impact other water supply reservoirs or storages
that are critical for maintaining the economic viability of
farming and grazing activities within the Elbow Valley
area and surrounding region.
PO2 - Use
Development within the catchment does not
include uses that could impact on the water
quality including intensive animal industries
and industrial uses.

Though the proposal is not industrial in nature and not a
direct source of possible contaminant, there is
insufficient information on the likely outcomes of
depletion of groundwater aquifers to determine if water
quality will be affected.

Car Parking and Loading Code
The proposal does not conflict with the requirements of the Carparking and loading code and
provides more than the required amount of parking and service vehicle provision. Access to and
egress from the property is via the existing driveway and internal road and is sufficient for the
purposes of compliance with this code.
The applicant has provided a swept path analysis for a 19m articulated vehicle that demonstrates
that the collection vehicle can safely enter and exit the site in a forward gear, refer to Figure 4
above.
Biodiversity areas overlay Code
While the location of the bore and associated water extraction infrastructure is not located within
the Biodiversity areas overlay, a large portion of the property is covered by the Biodiversity overlay
which includes regulated vegetation and wildlife habitat areas. Though the main intent of this code
is focused at addressing physical impacts to the land, there are requirements for protecting water
quality, quantity and groundwater supply.
The performance outcome PO3 relates to wetlands and waterways and includes the following
requirement:
The biodiversity values of wetlands and waterways in the Biodiversity area are protected by:
(e) maintaining and enhancing natural hydrological regimes including natural water quality,
quantity and ensuring groundwater is not polluted.
The Rockwater report identifies the hydrogeological features affecting groundwater supply,
including the risk of pollutant reaching this body of water (which is stated as being quite low). The
proposal seeks to alter the “natural hydrological regimes” by removing (extracting) groundwater
from the deeper aquifers on the property, which is in direct conflict with the requirements of this
code.
As mentioned, there is insufficient evidence established in the application and supporting
documentation to confirm that the biodiversity values within the property and surrounding will not
be adversely and or permanently affected should this proposal gain consent. A further assessment
of the groundwater supply (Licence and storage/supply) is provided below.
Bushfire Hazard Overlay Code
A large proportion of the property is within the Very High and High Potential Bush Fire Hazard
areas and Potential Impact Buffer Area. The proposed development is located within in the
potential impact buffer sub-category, identified as a cleared area of the site away from the most
affected areas of hazard.
The proposed development will be sited on land that is identified as being the lowest hazard area
within the site (Potential Impact Buffer). Furthermore, the proposed water filtration and storage
shed has been located in a cleared section of the lot and is not located within 20m of a tree canopy
or hazardous vegetation.
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The proposed development complies with the applicable Acceptable Outcomes of the Bushfire
Hazard Code. The siting and design of the proposed development does not increase the existing
risk from bushfire hazard within the property and does not compromise the safety of people or
property.
The proposed development is minor in nature and is not for the purpose of accommodation. The
requirement for a bushfire management plan is not triggered by the proposed development.
Outdoor lighting Code
Outdoor lighting is not addressed in the application or supporting material, though the location and
design of the proposed structures do not present a risk of illumination outside the boundary above
the required 8 lux.
Physical Infrastructure Code
No additional physical infrastructure is required for the proposal. The addition of a small section of
internal road caters to the traffic generated from the proposal. The facility will generally be
accessed on average four to six times per day for the purpose of distribution, maintenance and
monitoring. The existing facilities attached to the Cherrabah Resort are sufficient to service the
proposal.
The groundwater proposed for use with this application is required as a reserve water supply for
the Cherrabah Resort. The Resort is to utilise this bore water only in times of extreme weather
conditions, to which the current drought conditions would allow; the use however is for servicing
the resort facilities.
Infrastructure Charges
The proposed use for water extraction is not listed within the Adopted Infrastructure Charges
Resolution (No. 2) 2015, and falls within the designation of “Any other use”. The charge applied
would therefore be determined at the time that Council decides to proceed with approval of the
application.
Additional Relevant Matters for Impact Assessable Development
The following matters were given regard to in undertaking the assessment of this development
application.
Impact assessment of the ecological sustainability of the proposal is relevant to the assessment of
the application within the purpose of the Planning Act 2016, which states:
Section 3 Purpose of Act
(1)

The purpose of this Act is to establish an efficient, effective, transparent, integrated,
coordinated, and accountable system of land use planning (planning), development
assessment and related matters that facilitates the achievement of ecological sustainability.

Ecological sustainability is achieved in the Planning Act 2016 through several strategies including
protection of ecological processes and natural systems. This is further defined as including:
(i) conserving, enhancing or restoring the life-supporting capacities of air, ecosystems, soil
and water for present and future generations.
Groundwater supply assessment
The Rockwater report supporting this application provides an assurance, in relation to the
proposed water extraction activities, limited to a period of twelve months. When considering the
time frame an approval of this proposal may provide, an assurance for this brief period of time is
unacceptable.
The findings of the groundwater analysis provided in support of the application do not provide
sufficient grounds to support long term water extraction for a commercial purpose. Extraction of the
groundwater supply within the property has the potential to place the productive capacity of the
rural lands and agricultural activities surrounding the Cherrabah property at risk.
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The Rockwater report’s Executive Summary states:
 There is considerable risk of planning a long term project based on a groundwater supply,
that has not been strenuously tested through extended simultaneous pumping from the
proposed borefield.
Although groundwater modeling indicates that 200ML/year may be attainable for a 12
month period, there is no certainty that pumping at the desired rate will be achievable
beyond that period.
The following excerpt is taken from Section 3.5 of the Rockwater report in reference to
hydrogeology. The points of note are underlined.
 “Clayey soils derived from weathering of the granite have low permeability, restricting
vertical groundwater movement, producing perched alluvial aquifers. Therefore
groundwater recharge is reduced in lower topographic areas of the resort (and to the north).
It is expected that there will be limited or no groundwater recharge in the low lying areas of
the property.”
This finding suggests there is substantial doubt the proposal is able to be sustained without risk of
groundwater depletion within the Elbow Valley area and surrounding land.
Section 3.6 of the Rockwater report states:
 3.6 GROUNDWATER RECHARGE
As mentioned the main areas of recharge are assumed to be in the elevated outcropping
granite areas to the south of the site (Figure 4)…
There has not been a comprehensive study of recharge rates for the area, although a
preliminary assessment of rainfall and recharge is made on Section 3.6.1.
Extended pumping without detailed knowledge of recharge is risky. Based on the modelling
conducted, there is insufficient recharge data to enable reliable modelling of aquifer
sustainability beyond 12 months.
The third point identifies the risk of the proposed water extraction activities when considering the
lack of information for the source of supply.
Assessment of the ecological sustainability of the proposal
Consideration has been given to the likely impacts of the proposal within and outside the region in
regard to likely affects to human health, environmental management (waste and litter) and social
impacts in relation to increased costs associated with managing these impacts.
Literature on the environmental and health impacts from bottled water (the purpose of the
proposal) is vast and encompasses the economic impacts, water quality and impacts to human
health to waste disposal including littering, both land and sea.
Impacts on human health
The following dot points are taken from the University of Queensland’s website (Sustainability
page) under the title “The real cost of bottled water” and provide a summary of the risks associated
with consumption and production of bottled water.
 There is a growing body of evidence to suggest that bottled water can have detrimental
effects on human health. One study found that many brands of bottled water were deficient
of essential minerals such as magnesium, potassium and calcium. Another study found
that 20% of the bottled water samples had concentrations of chlorine, fluoride, nitrate and
other harmful compounds that exceeded the World Health Organisation guidelines.
Additional studies found that the bacteriological quality of tap water was greater than
bottled mineral water. There are other health concerns related to bottled water due to
harmful chemicals released from the bottle, such as bisphenol A (BPA).
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Economics and energy
 Tap water is approximately $3 per 1000 litres, comparatively to bottled water, which is
approximately $3 per litre.
 The total energy required in the production of bottled water is 5.6-10.2 MJ per litre,
comparatively to tap water, which typically requires 0.005 MJ per litre in treatment and
distribution.
 The production of bottled water consumes additional water for the manufacturing process.
More than 6 litres are required to produce and cool 1.5 litres of bottled water.
Impacts to groundwater and waste
 Additionally, spring water for bottled water in Australia is sourced from underground
aquifers. This can impact on farmers, and may lower the water table, which could have
considerable social and environmental ramifications.
 Plastic bottles were one of the ten most common items picked up on Clean up Australia
Day in 2014. Once these bottles are in the environment, they can take up to 450 years to
biodegrade.

Picture sourced from: A million bottles a minute – The Gaurdian
The following dot points were sourced from an article in The Guardian by Sandra Laville and
Matthew Taylor (28 Jun 2017) titled: A million bottles a minute:
 More than 480bn plastic drinking bottles were sold in 2016 across the world, up from about
300bn a decade ago.
 If placed end to end, they would extend more than halfway to the sun.
 By 2021 this will increase to 583.3bn, according to the most up-to-date estimates from
Euromonitor International’s global packaging trends report.
 Fewer than half of the bottles bought in 2016 were collected for recycling and just 7% of
those collected were turned into new bottles.
o

Instead most plastic bottles produced end up in landfill or in the ocean.

 Between 5m and 13m tonnes of plastic leaks into the world’s oceans each year to be
ingested by sea birds, fish and other organisms, and by 2050 the ocean will contain more
plastic by weight than fish, according to research by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation.
 Experts warn that some of it is already finding its way into the human food chain.
 Scientists at Ghent University in Belgium recently calculated people who eat seafood ingest
up to 11,000 tiny pieces of plastic every year.
 Last August, the results of a study by Plymouth University reported plastic was found in a
third of UK-caught fish, including cod, haddock, mackerel and shellfish.
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 Last year, the European Food Safety Authority called for urgent research, citing increasing
concern for human health and food safety “given the potential for microplastic pollution in
edible tissues of commercial fish”.
As mentioned, the literature on the adverse impacts to the environment and human health from the
production and use of plastic bottles establishes clearly that this issue is of a global scale and is
increasing.
Referral Advice
The application was referred to the State Assessment and Referral Agency (SARA), advice
received in relation to the State assessment of the application is as follows:
 The referral was withdrawn from SARA as the Department of Natural Resources, Mines
and Energy confirmed that the existing bore has a permit for the commercial take of water.
 As there is an existing permit in place, there are no referrable matters within SARA’s
jurisdiction.
Conclusion
This application seeks Council’s consent for the extraction, distribution and commercial sale of
groundwater from aquifers beneath the Cherrabah Resort property. There are several areas of
concern in relation to the proposed development.
The original water entitlement provided to the property owner by the Department of Natural
Resources, Mines and Energy in the form of a Water Licence was issued for the purposes of
servicing the requirements of the Cherrabah Resort.
The subsequent application for an increase in allocation of groundwater was made in support of
the proposed resort expansion/redevelopment approved by Council on 7 June 2011. Previous
conditions attached to the decision notice issued 7 June 2011 (for the resort redevelopment)
included the following provision restricting the use of bore water as follows:
 Bore water is only to be used in extreme weather conditions, i.e. extreme drought. SSI
advise that the bore water as a backup supply will also be required should water quality
issues with the dam arise such as algal blooms, and potential dust storms which will affect
rainwater harvesting.
The extraction of groundwater for commercial sale elsewhere risks reducing the available water
supply resources that support the Cherrabah Resort, as well as the groundwater storage within
aquifers used for rural purposes and primary industry activities in the region.
The proposal is in conflict with several elements of the Planning Scheme’s strategic framework and
desired outcomes, in that it proposes to reduce groundwater supplies identified as one of the
region’s most valuable resources and directly impact rural use and primary industry activities.
The application and supporting material have not been able to establish the short or long term
impacts to groundwater storages and associated downstream water supplies resulting from the
proposed activities. These impacts extend to affecting rural industries, primary production and the
environmental values (ecology and biodiversity) of the areas surrounding the property, and
beyond.
The data contained within the Rockwater report is over 10 years old and the report findings are not
able to confirm the activities can be undertaken without adverse impacts to groundwater supplies.
The report advises that sustaining the extraction of groundwater as proposed in the request for
increased allocation in 2009, could not be guaranteed beyond a twelve month period.
The region is experiencing a period of drought which is directly affecting local landholders
undertaking rural industries and primary production activities. The submissions received highlight
the concerns of residents within the Elbow Valley community.
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Options
Council:
1.

Refuse the application for the reasons outlined in the recommendation.

2.

Refuse the application for reasons other than as outlined in the recommendation.

3.

Approve the application subject to conditions giving reasons for the approval despite the
conflict with the assessment benchmarks.
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Recommendation
THAT the application for Material Change of Use for an Undefined use (commercial water
extractive) on Lot 1000 on SP268215, located at 396 Keoghs Road, Elbow Valley, be refused for
the following reasons:
1.

The applicant has failed to demonstrate through the application and supporting
documentation sufficient evidence to establish the short and long term impacts the proposal
will have to groundwater supplies within the region. The proposed development may result
in depletion of the aquifers in this location and thereby adversely impact on the productive
capacity and continued use of the region for rural production. Therefore, the proposed
development cannot meet the following requirements of the Southern Downs Planning
Scheme:
3.3.9 Element Climate change and environmental hazards
3.3.9.2 Land use strategies
(3) New development and associated infrastructure is responsive to the potential impacts of
climate change including increased heat and extreme weather events.
3.6
Natural resources and landscape
3.6.1 Strategic outcomes
(2) Primary production is a significant landscape element, has access to the natural resources
of clean water and soil and contributes significantly to the economic wellbeing of the
Southern Downs in terms of employment and income. Development, particularly residential
and rural residential development, is managed to minimise impacts on existing and future
farming and agricultural operations.
(8) Natural resources are sustainably managed to allow communities to meet present and
future needs while not compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs.
Natural resources and landscape includes biophysical, energy, extractive, land, air and
water resources.
3.6.2 Element Rural land and production areas
Agricultural and pastoral activity underpins the economy of the Southern Downs and is
strengthened and supported by protecting rural land and production areas, innovation,
diversification and value adding.
3.6.2.1 Specific outcomes
(1) Agriculture contributes significantly to the Southern Downs’ economy and forms part of the
social and historic character and identity of the area. The integrity of agricultural land is
protected for continuing productivity
(5) The potential for conflict between rural uses and other land use activities is minimised by
location, design and management of potentially conflicting uses.
3.6.2.2 Land use strategies
(6) Agricultural activities have access to a water supply that is adequate to sustain their
operations.
3.9
Economic Development
3.9.1 Strategic outcomes
(3) The maintenance and development of agriculture is supported by the protection of
agricultural land resources from loss to other purposes and the protection of rural activities
from incompatible uses. The dominance of the agricultural sector in the economy of the
region is maintained by innovation and adaptation to changing market and climate
conditions.
3.9.2.2 Land use strategies
(3) Non-rural uses in the vicinity of agricultural land and activities are located, buffered,
designed, constructed and operated to avoid conflict that could compromise the continued
operation of any existing or approved rural activity.
6.2.10 Rural zone code
6.2.10.2 Purpose
(1) The purpose of the Rural zone code is to:
 provide for rural uses including cropping, intensive horticulture, intensive animal
industries, animal husbandry, animal keeping and other primary production activities
 provide opportunities for non-rural uses that are compatible with agriculture, the
environmental features, and landscape character of the rural area where the uses do
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not compromise the long-term use of the land for rural purposes
 protect or manage significant natural resources and processes to maintain the capacity
for primary production.
6.2.10.3 Assessment benchmarks
Table 6.2.10.3 – Rural zone - Assessable development
PO1 The rural or natural environment character of the land is retained. Uses established
in the Rural zone do not conflict with rural land uses ...
PO2 Rural activity on land is protected from conflict with other uses that are not rural
uses.
PO21 Uses are limited to uses that do not compromise the natural environment character
or scenic value of the land, are safe from environmental hazards and are located on
sites that have adequate and appropriate access. In particular –
(b) The use is located, designed and constructed so that it is not likely to cause
conflict with agricultural practices.

2.

Council must perform its role as Assessment Manager in a way that advances the purpose of
the Planning Act 2016, which includes the following as outlined in Section 5(2) of the Act
(see below). Due to the uncertainty surrounding the potential impacts to groundwater
reserves, rural industries and primary production within region, the Precautionary Principle is
to be applied.
(2) Advancing the purpose of this Act includes—
(a) following ethical decision-making processes that—
(i) take account of short and long-term environmental effects of development at
local, regional, State and wider levels; and
(ii) apply the precautionary principle, namely that the lack of full scientific certainty is
not a reason for delaying taking a measure to prevent degradation of the
environment if there are threats of serious or irreversible environmental damage;
and
(iii) seek to provide for equity between present and future generations; and
(c) promoting the sustainable use of renewable and non-renewable natural resources,
including biological, energy, extractive, land and water resources that contribute to
economic development through employment creation and wealth generation; and
(j) avoiding, if practicable, or otherwise minimising the adverse environmental effects of
development (climate change, urban congestion or declining human health, for
example).

3.

A number of submissions were received that contain grounds that warrant refusal of the
application.

Attachments
1.

SubmissionsView
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Item 12.2
Material Change of Use - Royal Duke Holdings Pty Ltd, 396 Keoghs Road, Elbow Valley
Attachment 1:
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12.3 Material Change of Use - JVY Pty Ltd, Torrisi Terrace, Stanthorpe
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 12 December 2018

Planning Officer

ECM Function No/s: MCU\02007

APPLICANT:
OWNER:
ADDRESS:
RPD:
ZONE:
PROPOSAL:
LEVEL OF ASSESSMENT:
SUBMITTERS:
REFERRALS:

JVY Pty Ltd
JVY Pty Ltd
Torrisi Terrace, Stanthorpe
Lot 43 on SP185955, Parish of Broadwater
Low density residential
Retirement facility - 90 units
Impact
Ten (10)
Department of State Development, Manufacturing, Infrastructure
and Planning

Recommendation Summary
THAT the application for Material Change of Use for a Retirement facility (90 units) on land at
Torrisi Terrace, Stanthorpe, described as Lot 43 on SP185955, Parish of Broadwater, County of
Bentinck, be approved subject to conditions.
Report
The applicant is seeking development approval for a Retirement facility comprising of 90 dwellings
on land located at Torrisi Terrace, Stanthorpe.
The applicant is proposing a lifestyle resort style facility including 90 dwelling units (single
detached and some duplex). Private communal recreation and amenity features will include:
 Gym;
 Men’s shed;
 Function room;
 Activity rooms,
 Indoor swimming pool;
 Lounge area;
 Library; and
 Landscaped open space with BBQ facilities
These facilities will be for the enjoyment of residents only.
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Context – Zone Planning Group
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The development is proposed to be constructed in 5 stages.

Proposed staging – Zone Planning Group
Stage 1

 24 dwellings
 Extension of Torrisi Terrace
 Main entry gates
 Internal driveways and landscaping
 Managers residence
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 Secondary access from Torrisi Terrace
 Temporary stormwater basin
Stage 2

 20 dwellings
 Central recreation facility (gym, indoor pool, men’s shed, activity rooms, cinema,
library, function room and lounge space)
 Internal driveways and landscaping

Stage 3

 16 dwellings
 Internal driveways and landscaping

Stage 4

 18 dwellings
 Communal recreation/BBQ space
 South-western stormwater basin
 Internal driveways and landscaping

Stage 5

 11 dwellings
 Caravan parking and maintenance shed
 Internal driveways and landscaping
 Southern stormwater basin

Central Facilities Building
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The facility will not include on site medical care however all dwellings will be designed to provide all
ability access allowing ‘ageing in place’.
The proposed development will include 7 dwelling types (Type A to G) with varying floor plans and
facades consisting of:


6 single dwelling types (2 x 2 bedroom/single garage and 4 x 2 bedroom/double garage)



1 duplex (Type E) (1 bedroom/single garage)

The applicant has prepared an indicative Plan of Development (POD). The POD establishes
setbacks distances, easements over Council infrastructure where required and indicates potential
duplex sites on corner lots. The POD also establishes the same dwelling type and/or façade
cannot be constructed for more than three dwellings in a row. The intent is to provide a varied
streetscape when viewed internally and externally to the development. It is intended this will add
visual appeal to the development for residents and adjoining property owners.
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Proposed floor plan Type A (single garage) - BDA

Proposed façade Type E (duplex) – BDA
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Proposed floor plan Type E (duplex) - BDA

Proposed façade Type G (double garage)
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Proposed floor plan Type G (double garage)

Development characteristics:
Proposed dwelling yield
Building height
Residential density
Site cover
Private open space
Communal open space
Central recreation facility
Total open space
Car parking

90 dwellings
1 storey
1 dwelling/482m

2

43% maximum
2

29m minimum (per dwelling)
9,000m

2
2

1,000m internal activity space
2.0ha (46% of site area)
Resident

Visitor

Required

90

9

Provided

90 (min)

26
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Referral
This application required referral to Department of State Development, Manufacturing,
Infrastructure and Planning (DSDMIP) for assessment under the following provisions of the
Planning Regulation 2017:
 10.9.4.1.1.1 – Infrastructure – state transport infrastructure
The development is proposing a final point of discharge for stormwater within the New England
Highway road reserve.
The DSDMIP assessment states the proposed development:
 complies with the relevant provisions set out under State code 6 of the State Development
Assessment Provisions, Version 2.3 subject to one condition.
 does not create a safety hazard for users of the state-controlled road or result in a
worsening of operating conditions of surrounding state-controlled road networks.
 will have negligible impact on the College Road/Wallangarra Road intersection.
Under section 56(1)(b)(i) of the Planning Act 2016, DSDMIP requires the following conditions must
be attached to any approval to ensure that stormwater from the site will not result in negative
impacts for drivers utilising the New England Highway:
Submissions
A total of ten submissions were received during the public notification period. Details of issues
raised in the submissions are detailed below.
Matters raised in submissions

Comments

Amenity – Dust
Ensure that adequate control of
dust will be taken into account.

Conditions can be applied to ensure dust generated during the
construction phase is managed to mitigate nuisance to residents in
the locality.

Point of contact
Ensure we (submitter) have a
person to contact if the above
(noise and dust issues) are not
adhered to.

On site signage during the construction phase of all stages can be
provided by the applicant to provide the general public with contact
details of the project manager to report any concerns with
construction activities.

Amenity – Noise
a. Ensure
the
time
of
commencement
in
the
mornings
of
building,
equipment and vehicle noise
is adhered to. The same
applies to the afternoon
closure of works.
b. Ensure
builders,
subcontractors and others do not
play loud music as some
building sites do.
c. Ensure that trucks, heavy
equipment and such is kept
within
the
time
frames
allowed.

The Environmental Protection Act 1994 is the governing legislation
for the enforcement of noise related nuisance. Section 440R of the
Act states:
(1) A person must not carry out building work in a way that makes an
audible noise—
(a) on a business day or Saturday, before 6.30 a.m. or after 6.30
p.m.; or
(b) on any other day, at any time.
An advisory notice can be included on any approval advising of the
requirements of the EPA.

Stormwater management

The draft stormwater management plan supplied in support of the
development application is sufficient for assessment. A detailed
stormwater management plan will be required for future Operational
works applications prior to the works commencing on site.
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Matters raised in submissions
Over development - Density

Over development
generation

-

Comments
The proposed building height of one storey combined with
topography of the site will result in a built form compatible with the
residential character of the locality and intended by the planning
2
scheme. Furthermore the proposed density of 1 dwelling per 482m
is less than that allowed by provisions of the planning scheme.
Standard conditions can be applied requiring any approved
development to be in accordance with an approved masterplan which
dictates site cover not to exceed 43% and density limited to 1
2
dwelling per 482m .

Traffic

The traffic impact assessment supplied with the development
application demonstrated the proposed development will have
minimal effect on the functioning of the road network in the vicinity of
the development site and will not necessitate the need for road
and/or intersection upgrades. The development site will have two
access points which will mitigate the impacts upon the functioning of
Torrisi Terrace and the amenity impacts to nearby residents.
Torrisi Terrace currently services 26 single detached dwellings
generating a potential maximum of 234 vehicle movements per day.
Modelling indicates the development will generate totally daily
movements of approximately 208. This is considered low and is due
in part to the development being a Retirement facility with car
ownership and usage lower than a traditional low density residential
neighbourhood with a similar population.

Assessment against Southern Downs Planning Scheme v5.0
This application required assessment against the following benchmarks:









Low density residential zone code
Bushfire hazard overlay code
Residential uses code
Car parking and loading code
Landscaping code
Outdoor lighting code
Physical infrastructure code
Stormwater management code

Low density residential zone code
The purpose of the low density residential zone code is to provide for predominantly dwelling
houses supported by community uses and small-scale services and facilities that cater for local
residents.
The site is zoned for residential development and the proposed development provides an alternate
housing option for the 60+ population cohort to age in place. The Retirement facility the proposal
will comprise a mix of single detached dwellings and some duplexes maintaining the residential
character of the area.
All urban infrastructure is available to site (water, sewer, electricity and telecommunications) and
will be connected providing a high level of urban service to the development.
AO2 ‘The maximum site cover of all buildings and structures is 40%’.
The development proposes site coverage of approximately 43%. This exceeds the 40% maximum
required by AO2.
PO2 ‘The site cover of buildings and other roofed structures:
(a) does not present an appearance of bulk to the adjacent properties or roads;
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(b) allow for soft landscaping between buildings and between buildings and the road;
(c) allows for adequate area at ground level for outdoor recreation, entertainment, clothes
drying and vehicular access; and
(d) facilitates on site stormwater management.
The proposed building height of one storey combined with topography of the site will result in a
built form compatible with the residential character of the locality and intended by the planning
scheme. Furthermore the proposed density of 1 dwelling per 482m2 is less than that allowed by
provisions of the planning scheme.
Other elements of the development such as landscaping, private open space and stormwater
management have all been designed to satisfy PO2. Standard conditions can be applied requiring
detailed landscaping and stormwater design to be submitted for approval prior to works
commencing.
It is consider the proposed development has demonstrated compliance with PO2
PO16 ‘All uses are located, designed, oriented and constructed to minimise noise, odour, lighting
and dust nuisance from existing lawful uses including industry and agricultural uses.’
Land adjoining the development site does not appear to have been actively used for agriculture in
the recent past. Should this land be used for rural purposes again, the landscaping provided within
the development will assist to mitigate any potential dust and spray drift nuisance. It is consider
the proposed development has demonstrated compliance with PO16.
PO17 ‘The traffic generated by a use other than a residential use does not significantly increase
the traffic that could normally be expected in the locality.’
The traffic impact assessment (prepared by Bitzios Consulting) supplied with the development
application demonstrated the proposed development will have minimal effect on the functioning of
the road network in the vicinity of the development site and will not necessitate the need for road
and/or intersection upgrades.
Torrisi Terrace currently services 26 single detached dwellings generating a potential maximum of
234 vehicle movements per day.
Modelling indicates the development will generate totally daily movements of approximately 208.
This is considered low and is due in part to the development being a Retirement facility with car
ownership and usage lower than a traditional low density residential neighbourhood with a similar
population. It is consider the proposed development has demonstrated compliance with PO17.
Bushfire hazard overlay code
The purpose of the Bushfire hazard overlay code is to control development in bushfire prone areas
to minimise danger to people and damage to property.
The southern part of the development site is affected by the Bushfire hazard overlay- Potential
impact buffer. The topography, lack of any vegetation surrounding the site and development layout
ensures the provisions of the code are satisfied. The portion of the site affected by the overlay
contains a stormwater detention basin and caravan storage area. All dwellings are located outside
if the potential impact buffer area, and the development will have access to the reticulated water
supply.
Residential uses code
The purpose of the Residential uses code is to ensure that Caretaker's accommodation, Dwelling
houses, Dual occupancy, Multiple dwellings, Retirement facility and Rooming accommodation are
located and designed to:
(a) meet the needs and expectations of the community for safe, convenient, pleasant and suitable
accommodation;
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(b) be attractive and consistent with the developed character of the particular neighbourhood;
(c) be sustainable and meet the needs of people through all stages of life.
AO14.2 (a) Buildings, including projections, are setback at least 6m from any primary street
frontage and 3m from any secondary street frontage.
(b) The external walls of buildings are setback at least 2m from any adjoining side or rear
boundary.’
The development proposes a reduced setback to Torrisi Terrace, varying from 2 metres to 4
metres; less than that required by AO14.2.
PO14 ‘The use is sited and designed to be complementary and compatible with the surroundings
and to address the street in a positive way.’
Setbacks are proposed to be reduced to 2 metres for a length of 24 metres to Torrisi Terrace (one
dwelling). The remainder of this frontage will have setbacks varying between 3 metres and
4metres. The reduced frontage will allow for landscaping to provide a positive address to the
streetscape without impacting the amenity of the residential character of the neighbourhood. The
landscaping plan supplied in support of the development illustrates that substantial room will exist
along this boundary to provide a softening to the edge of the development when viewed externally
of the site. Landscaping coupled with varying facade treatments of the dwellings will satisfy PO14.
AO17 ‘Where there are more than 4 dwellings on a site within a multiple dwelling or retirement
facility, communal open space is provided at a rate of at least 10 m² per dwelling.’
The proposed retirement facility generates a requirement for 900m2 of communal open space.
The design currently provides approximately 9,000m2 of communal open space equating to
approximately 100m2 per dwelling unit. Of the 9,000m2 provided approximately 1,550m2 is made
up of the detention basins. This still provides 7,450m2 of communal open space (82.7m2 per
dwelling) in the event the detention basins are not useable due to water retention. The communal
open space is a mixture of active and passive areas comprising open lawns, garden beds,
plantings, BBQ facilities, benches, tables and water features. The design allows for access by
persons using wheelchairs and other mobility aids. It is consider the proposed development has
demonstrated compliance with AO17.
AO18.1 ‘For dwellings located at ground level the amount and dimension of private open space is
as follows:
Dwelling type
1 bedroom
2
or
more
bedrooms

Minimum area
2
18m
2
25m

Minimum width
2
2.5m
2
4.0m

The open space may be a covered verandah or courtyard.’
The amount of private open space provided varies by dwelling type. A breakdown by dwelling type
is provided below:
2

Dwelling type

Private open space provided (m )

A – 2 bedroom

26.18m + 23.78m alfresco/courtyard/verandah

B – 2 bedroom

24.0m + 29.28m alfresco/courtyard/verandah

C – 2 bedroom

14.70m + 25.52m alfresco/courtyard/verandah

D – 2 bedroom

28.35m + 30.78m alfresco/courtyard/verandah

E – 1 bedroom

12.5m + 16.96m alfresco/courtyard/verandah

F – 2 bedroom

40.80m + 34.00m alfresco/courtyard/verandah

G – 2 bedroom

21.60m + 25.31m alfresco/courtyard/verandah

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2
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Private open space for the proposed dwelling types consists of open areas (garden/lawn) and
covered areas (alfresco/courtyard/verandah).
It is consider the proposed development has demonstrated compliance with AO18.1.
Car parking and loading code
The purpose of the Carparking and loading code is to ensure that provision for vehicle access and
parking:
(a) is adequate to meet the demand likely to be generated by development;
(b) is designed to be safe and minimise adverse environmental impacts;
(c) is constructed to a satisfactory standard in keeping with the character and standards in the
locality; and
(d) protects or improves the function, accessibility, efficiency and safety of the transport network,
including the active transport network.
A total of 90 on-site parking spaces are proposed for the dwelling units with an additional 23 visitor
spaces to be provided at various locations throughout the development. Table 9.4.2.4 Carparking
and loading code requires a Retirement facility to provide 1 space per dwelling unit plus 1 visitor
space per 10 dwelling units. This is a total onsite parking requirement of 99 spaces. The
development proposes a total of 113 spaces.
Swept path diagrams provided in the Traffic Impact Assessment demonstrate that the site can be
serviced adequately by waste collection and emergency vehicles.
Traffic generation will not negatively impact on the functional capacity of Torrisi Terrace and the
wider road network.
Landscaping code
The purpose of the Landscaping code is to promote landscaping of sites:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

to improve the living and working environment with planting;
to retain or reinforce the natural landscape character of the site, streetscape and locality;
to facilitate water management including water conservation;
that includes appropriate plantings that are of a scale and density commensurate with building
height, bulk and scale to buffer development and conflicting land uses;
(e) that retains existing vegetation; and
(f) that protects and enhances ecological and biodiversity values.
A proposed landscaping plan was submitted in support of the development application.
The design provides an attractive appearance to adjacent existing residential properties and
internally to the site. Extensive use of native plantings will ensure landscaping will be low
maintenance, generally drought tolerant and enhances ecological and biodiversity values.
Standard conditions can be applied requiring the detailed landscaping plan to be approved prior to
works commencing.
Outdoor lighting code
The purpose of the Outdoor lighting code is to ensure that the installation of outdoor lighting does
not cause nuisance to nearby residents or passing motorists or shine upwards into the night sky
contributing to artificial sky glow.
Outdoor lighting will provided onsite to ensure safe wayfinding and security for residents. Standard
conditions can be applied to ensure such lighting does generate a nuisance beyond the boundaries
of the development site.
Physical infrastructure code
The purpose of the Physical infrastructure code is to ensure that new premises are connected to
adequate utility services and that those services are protected from any potential adverse impact
and to ensure that new premises have adequate, appropriate access to the road network.
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The subject site is located to take advantage of Council’s reticulated water and sewerage
networks. Engineering analysis submitted with the development application demonstrates
adequate capacity exists in both water and sewer networks to provide an appropriate level of
service.
Detailed engineering designs for the water and sewer works will need to be provided at the
operational works stage of the development. Standard conditions can be applied to require this
detail prior to works commencing.
Stormwater management code
The purpose of the Stormwater management code is to ensure that development including
community infrastructure is planned, designed, constructed and operated to manage stormwater
and waste water in ways that help protect the environmental values specified in the Environmental
Protection (Water) Policy 2009.
A proposed stormwater management plan was submitted in support of the development
application. This management plan demonstrates that off-site post development flows will not
exceed pre development conditions. A lawful point of discharge has been identified within the road
reserve of the New England Highway. Referral response from DSDMIP confirms acceptance of
the final point of discharge subject to conditions.
Detailed design of the works required to implement the findings will need to be submitted for
approval at the operational works stage of the development. Standard conditions can be applied to
require detailed stormwater management plan to be submitted prior to works commencing.
Infrastructure Charges
Development Type
Residential Multiple dwelling

Network
All

Charge Rate
$7,500/dwelling
unit

Proposed

Credit

Charge

90 x $7,500

$10,000

$665,000

TOTAL:
Office use only
Proportion
Charge/
Network
of Charge
Network
Roads
20%
$133,000
Parks
5%
$33,250
Water
30%
$199,500
Sewerage
35%
$232,750
Stormwater
10%
$66,500

$665,000

Receipt
Code
RC241
RC243
RC244
RC245
RC242

In accordance with Section 122 of the Planning Act 2016, the infrastructure charge is payable
when the change of use happens.
Options
Council:
1.

Approve the application subject to conditions as recommended.

2.

Approve the application subject to conditions other than as recommended.

3.

Refuse the application giving reasons for the refusal.
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Recommendation
THAT the application for Material Change of Use for a Retirement facility on Lot 43 on SP185955, located at
Torrisi Terrace, Stanthorpe, be approved subject to the following conditions:
Schedule 1 - Southern Downs Regional Council Conditions
Approved Plans
1.

The development of the site is to be generally in accordance with the following proposal plans
submitted with the application, and subject to the final development being amended in accordance
with the conditions of this approval.
Plan Name
3.1 Indicative Master Plan, prepared by SMEC and BDA
3.2 Plan of Development, prepared by BDA
3.4 Car Parking and Waste Management Plan,
prepared by BDA
3.5 Staging Plan, prepared by BDA
3.6 Fencing Plan, prepared by BDA
4.1 Colours & Materials, prepared by BDA
4.3 Type A – Floor plan, prepared by BDA
4.4 Type A - Elevations Type A1, prepared by BDA
4.5 Type A - Elevations Type A2, prepared by BDA
4.7 Type B – Floor Plan, prepared by BDA
4.8 Type B - Elevations Type B1, prepared by BDA
4.9 Type B - Elevations Type B2, prepared by BDA
4.11 Type C – Floor Plan, prepared by BDA
4.12 Type C - Elevations Type C1, prepared by BDA
4.13 Type C - Elevations Type C2, prepared by BDA
4.15 Type D – Floor Plan, prepared by BDA
4.16 Type D - Elevations Type D1, prepared by BDA
4.17 Type D - Elevations Type D2, prepared by BDA
4.19 Type E – Floor Plan, prepared by BDA
4.20 Type E - Elevations Type E1, prepared by BDA
4.21 Type E - Elevations Type E2, prepared by BDA
4.22 Type F – Floor Plan, prepared by BDA
4.23 Type F - Elevations Type F1, prepared by BDA
4.24 Type F - Elevations Type F2, prepared by BDA
4.26 Type G – Floor Plan, prepared by BDA
4.27 Type G - Elevations Type G1, prepared by BDA
4.28 Type G - Elevations Type G2, prepared by BDA
4.29 Central Facilities – Floor Plan, prepared by BDA
4.30 Central Facilities – Elevations, prepared by BDA
4.31 Central Facilities – Elevations, prepared by BDA
Landscape Masterplan, prepared by SMEC
Central Facility Area - Detail Plan, prepared by SMEC
Open Space Activities Area - Detail Plan, prepared by
SMEC
Main Entry - Detail Plan, prepared by SMEC

2.

Plan No.
435400 Issue A
435400 Issue A

Date
7 September 2018
7 September 2018

435400 Issue A

7 September 2018

435400 Issue A
435400 Issue A
435400 Issue A
435400 Issue A
435400 Issue A
435400 Issue A
435400 Issue A
435400 Issue A
435400 Issue A
435400 Issue A
435400 Issue A
435400 Issue A
435400 Issue A
435400 Issue A
435400 Issue A
435400 Issue A
435400 Issue A
435400 Issue A
435400 Issue A
435400 Issue A
435400 Issue A
435400 Issue A
435400 Issue A
435400 Issue A
435400 Issue A
435400 Issue A
435400 Issue A
03 Rev B
04 Rev B

7 September 2018
7 September 2018
7 September 2018
7 September 2018
7 September 2018
7 September 2018
7 September 2018
7 September 2018
7 September 2018
7 September 2018
7 September 2018
7 September 2018
7 September 2018
7 September 2018
7 September 2018
7 September 2018
7 September 2018
7 September 2018
7 September 2018
7 September 2018
7 September 2018
7 September 2018
7 September 2018
7 September 2018
7 September 2018
7 September 2018
7 September 2018
September 2018
September 2018

05 Rev B

September 2018

06 Rev B

September 2018

Where there is any conflict between the conditions of this approval and the details shown on the
approved plans and documents, the conditions of approval prevail.

Staging
3.

The development may proceed in stages, provided that any road access and infrastructure services
required to service a particular stage are constructed with that stage. Unless otherwise expressly
stated, the conditions must be read as being applicable to all stages. The stages are approved as
follows:

Stage 1
 24 dwellings.
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 Extension of Torrisi Terrace.
 Main entry gates.
 Internal driveway and landscaping.
 Manager’s residence.
 Secondary access from Torrisi Terrace.
 Temporary stormwater basin.
Stage 2
 20 dwellings.
 Central recreation facility (gym, indoor pool, men’s shed, activity rooms, cinema,
library, function room and lounge space).
 Internal driveways and landscaping.
Stage 3
 16 dwellings.
 Internal driveways and landscaping.
Stage 4
 18 dwellings.
 Communal recreation/BBQ space.
 South-western stormwater basin.
 Internal driveways and landscaping.
Stage 5
 11 dwellings.
 Caravan parking and maintenance shed.
 Internal driveways and landscaping.
 Southern stormwater basin.
Land Use and Planning Controls
4.

This approval allows for the use of the site for the following uses only:
 Retirement facility – a maximum of 90 dwelling units

5.

The material change of use the subject of this development permit is to be completed within
a period of 10 years starting the day this development permit takes effect. The development
permit will lapse in respect of each aspect of the material change of use that has not been
completed within this period.

6.

The dwellings are to include a variety of the approved designs, Types A to G. The same
dwelling design type cannot be used for more than three dwellings in a row. A variety of
colours and materials are to be used in accordance with the colours and materials submitted
with the application, i.e. 4.1 Colours & Materials, Issue A, dated 7 September 2018.

Amenity and Environmental Controls
7.

Advertising Devices relating to the Retirement facility may only be erected on the subject
land, i.e. Lot 43 SP185955. The location, size, type and content of any advertising sign or
device located on the land is to be compatible with the residential character of the
surrounding area. No advertising signs or devices are to be located on any other land,
unless all applicable approvals are obtained under the Planning Scheme and the relevant
local laws. No advertising signs or devices are to be located within the road reserve.

8.

During the construction phase of the development, all wastes must be separated into
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recyclables (where possible) and landfill wastes, and disposed of at the Stanthorpe waste
facility.
9.

The wheelie bins are to be stored within the courtyard of each dwelling unit and screened
from view from all roads and public places. A concrete pad is to be provided for the two bins
in an appropriate location within each courtyard.

10.

Sufficient waste receptacles must be provided to allow all residents access to a waste
disposal and recycling service, to the satisfaction of the Manager Environmental Services.
This may include a combination of industrial bins and wheelie bins.

11.

Any external lighting must be installed so that light shines down and away from adjacent
properties and roads, and does not exceed 8 lux at the property boundary.

12.

Lighting is to be provided within the development including adjacent to the internal
driveways. Any lighting is to be located such that there is no interference with any
residences. Details of the proposed lighting are to be submitted to and approved by the
Director Planning, Environment and Corporate Services prior to the issuing of any
Development Permit for Building Works. Lighting is to be provided in accordance with the
approved plan.

13.

All cleared or lopped timber and vegetation must be processed on site by wood chipping,
mulching or similar method. Any processing of trees or vegetation must be carried out in a
safe manner and without any adverse environmental impacts from noise or dust emissions,
and in accordance with any requirements under the Environmental Protection Act 1994.

14.

At all times during the construction phase/s of the development, signage is to be installed
advising of contact details for the project manager, or other appropriate person, members of
the public may contact if they are experiencing nuisance associated with construction. The
signage must be located so as to be easily viewed and from the road.

15.

Dust mitigation measures are to be implemented during construction.

16.

Vehicle access is to be controlled so as to prevent dust generation and tracking of material
on to adjoin roadways, particularly during wet weather or when the site has been affected by
wet weather.

Fencing, Landscaping and Buffers
17.

Fencing is to be provided in accordance with 3.6 Fencing Plan, Issue A, dated 7 September
2018, prepared by BDA. Areas of private open space adjoining road frontages are to be
screened to provide privacy for residents. Fencing along the road frontages of the land must
be no higher than 1.2 metres. The height may be increased to 1.8 metres if the fence is at
least 50% transparent.

18.

Landscaping is to be provided in accordance with the following plans:





19.






Landscape Masterplan, No. 03, Rev B, dated September 2018;
Central Facility Area – Detail Plan, No. 04, Rev B, dated September 2018;
Open Space Activities Area – Detail Plan, No. 05 Rev B, dated September 2018;
Main Entry - Detail Plan, No. 06, Rev B, dated September 2018.

A Landscaping Plan is to be submitted to and approved by the Director Sustainable
Development prior to the issue of any Development Permit for Building Work. The
Landscaping Plan is to be prepared by an appropriately qualified person, and must include
details of the location and species of plants, the irrigation system and the height and material
of fencing. Plants are to be generally frost resistant and drought hardy, and must not include
weed species. Root barriers are to be installed around trees that are located within 3 metres
of any underground infrastructure. The site is to be landscaped and maintained in
accordance with the approved Landscaping Plan.

Car Parking and Vehicle Access
20.

The internal driveways are to be designed and constructed to allow an 8.8 metre service
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vehicle to enter and leave the site in forward gear.
21.

Carparking is to be provided in accordance with the approved plan 3.4 Car Parking and
Waste Management Plan, 435400 Issue A, dated 7 September 2018 as prepared by BDA.

22.

All roads/driveways within the development are to be constructed in asphaltic concrete.

Roadworks
23.

Any footpaths, kerbing and channelling, roadworks and drainage works damaged during
construction of the development are to be reinstated to the pre-existing condition, unless
otherwise required by the Director Infrastructure Services.

Stormwater Drainage
24.

The design, construction and operation of the stormwater drainage system must comply with
the water quality objectives stated in Appendix 2 of the State Planning Policy.

25.

A stormwater drainage system serving the development is to be constructed and the
stormwater disposed of to a lawful point of discharge, in accordance with the Queensland
Urban Drainage Manual (QUDM). Where the finished levels are such that stormwater runoff
from all or part of the allotment cannot be gravity discharged to the street, an underground
drainage line shall be provided to discharge the runoff from the allotment. Where necessary,
suitable easements may be required over adjoining properties. The easements shall be
provided to Council, at the developer’s cost. All drainage works should meet the
requirements of the Queensland Urban Drainage Manual (QUDM).
Site stormwater runoff must be collected, detained and discharged where appropriate in a
manner that does not increase the quantity or concentration of stormwater flow in
comparison to the pre-development condition. Where necessary, suitable easements to
lawful points of discharge, which may include surrounding properties, shall be provided to
Council, at the developer’s cost.

Water Supply and Waste water
26.

The connection to Council’s reticulated water supply must be a combined fire and domestic
metered connection located at a point nominated by Council.

27.

The proposed dwelling units are to be connected to Council’s reticulated water supply
system and sewerage system in accordance with the Queensland Plumbing and Wastewater
Code. A separate water connection (including water meter) is to be provided for each
dwelling unit within the development. A separate sewerage connection is to be provided for
each dwelling unit.

Electricity, Street Lighting and Telecommunications
28.

Underground electricity and telecommunication connections must be provided to the
proposed development to the standards of the relevant authorities.

29.

In accordance with the Federal Government's National Broadband Network (NBN) initiatives,
the Developer (at the Developer's expense) is to install a fibre ready pit and pipe network
(including trenching and ducting, design and third party certification) to NBN Co's
specifications, to allow for the installation of Fibre-to-the-Premises (FTTP) broadband
services. Any fibre provider may be used, provided they meet NBN specifications and open
access requirements. Ownership of the infrastructure is to be transferred to Telstra in
exchange for the provision of fibre within that pit and pipe network. Prior to commencement
of the use, written advice is to be provided from Telstra that the pit and pipe network has
been installed in accordance with NBN Co's specifications.

30.

LED street lighting shall be provided in accordance with AS/NZS 1158 - Lighting for Roads
and Public Spaces.

Operational Works
31.

All operational works are to be accepted on-maintenance prior to the use of the land
commencing. (See advisory note below).
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Infrastructure Charges Notice
32.

Payment of $665,000 is to be made to Council in accordance with the Infrastructure Charges
Notice attached to the decision notice. If the development is staged, the payment of
Infrastructure Charges may also be staged. If payment is made more than two years after
the date of the Infrastructure Charges Notice, the charge will increase in line with the Road
and Bridge Construction Index for Queensland.

Advisory Notes
(i)

Unless otherwise stated, all conditions of this approval are to be complied with to the
satisfaction of the Director Planning, Environment and Corporate Services, prior to the use
commencing, and then compliance maintained at all times while the use continues.

(ii)

Any proposal to increase the scale or intensity of the use on the subject land, that is
assessable development under the Planning Scheme, would be subject to a separate
application for assessment in accordance with the Planning Act 2016 and would have to
comply with the requirements of the Planning Scheme.

(iii)

It is encouraged that you arrange for a free compliance inspection to be carried out prior to
the use commencing. This will involve a physical inspection of the premises along with an
internal audit of Council’s records. Written advice will be provided for your records advising if
compliance with the conditions has been achieved.

(iv)

Plumbing and Drainage Approval is to be obtained in accordance with the Plumbing and
Drainage Act 2002 for the proposed plumbing and drainage works. The application for
Plumbing and Drainage approval must be submitted to Council with the appropriate forms,
plans and fees associated with this application. A Certificate of Compliance must be
issued for the works prior to the use commencing.

(v)

Building Approval is to be obtained for Class 1a (dwellings) and Class 9c (communal
facilities) buildings in accordance with the Planning Act 2016 for the proposed building work.
The building application must be submitted to a Building Certifier with the appropriate forms,
plans and fees associated with this application. The building plans are to accord with the
plans approved in this approval. The building is to be constructed in accordance with the
Building Approval prior to the commencement of the use. Form 21s (Final Inspection
Certificate for the dwellings) and Form 11a (Certificate of Classification for other
buildings) must be issued for the building works prior to the use of the relevant
building commencing.

(vi)

In accordance with section 440R of the Environmental Protection Act 1994, no building works
that make an audible noise are to be carried out before 6.30 a.m. or after 6.30 p.m., Monday
to Saturday, or at all on Sundays and public holidays.

(vii) A Development Permit for Operational Works associated with the development must be
obtained in accordance with the Planning Act 2016. This application must be submitted with
the following:
 DA Form 1;
 The relevant fee in accordance with Council’s Schedule of General Fees and Charges;
 Detailed design drawings, schedules and specifications for all Operational Works, certified
by a Registered Professional Engineer in Queensland (RPEQ);
 A car parking plan showing the location and dimension of all parking areas, details of the
proposed pavement treatment, and full engineering specifications of layout, construction,
sealing, drainage and line marking;
 A plan showing ingress and egress wheel and swept turning paths;
 A Stormwater Management Plan;
 An Erosion and Sediment Control Plan;
Operational Works shall be subject to a 12 months Defect Liability Period commencing from
the day the works are accepted on-maintenance. A bond will be held by Council as security,
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and refunded following a defect-free inspection at the end of the Defect Liability Period.
(viii) An Erosion and Sediment Control Plan (ESCP) must be submitted for approval with the
application for Operational Works. The ESCP must demonstrate that release of sedimentladen stormwater is avoided for the nominated design storm, and minimised when the
nominated design storm is exceeded, by addressing the objectives in Table A (Construction
phase - stormwater management design objectives) in Appendix 2 of the State Planning
Policy for drainage control, erosion control, sediment control and water quality outcomes.
(ix)

Site works must be constructed such that they do not, at any time, in any way restrict, impair
or change the natural flow of runoff water, or cause a nuisance or worsening to adjoining
properties or infrastructure.

(x)

All Development Permits for Operational Works, and Compliance Permits for Plumbing and
Drainage Works, should be obtained prior to the issue of a Development Permit for Building
Works.

(xi)

All engineering drawings/specifications, design and construction works must be in
accordance with the requirements of the relevant Australian Standards and must be
approved, supervised and certified by a Registered Professional Engineer of Queensland.

(xii) Any retaining structures above 1.0 metre in height must be separately certified for structural
adequacy by a Registered Professional Engineer of Queensland at design submission and
also on completion of construction for compliance with the design. A detailed inspection and
as constructed record must be provided to Council by a Registered Professional Engineer of
Queensland, prior to acceptance of the works, including certification that the wall’s
foundation ground conditions nominated in the design were inspected and achieved during
construction. The approved design and/or construction of the retaining walls must not be
modified or altered without Council’s prior written approval.
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage
(xiii) All reasonable and practicable measures must be taken to ensure that no harm is caused to
Aboriginal cultural heritage (the “cultural heritage duty of care”). The cultural heritage duty of
care is met if the development is conducted in accordance with gazetted cultural heritage
duty of care guidelines. Further information on cultural heritage, together with a copy of the
duty of care guidelines and cultural heritage search forms, may be obtained from
www.datsip.qld.gov.au
Schedule 2 - Department of State Development, Manufacturing, Infrastructure and Planning
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12.4 Review of Wallangarra Urban Design Framework
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 12 December 2018

Planning and Compliance
Coordinator

ECM Function No/s: 5.4.3

Recommendation
THAT Council receive the report is relation to the review of the Wallangarra Urban Design
Framework.
Report
On 26 July 2017 Council adopted the Wallangarra Urban Design Framework (‘the UDF’) as
prepared by Tract Consultants Pty Ltd (see attached). Council’s resolution included the
requirement for a review of the UDF to be conducted.
The UDF outlined various projects for the Wallangarra township, including improvements to the
entrance at the State border, Boston Park, Lions Park and street trees.
The following works have been completed or are currently in progress:
 

Improvements to Boston Park – a new playground, picnic table, shelter and electric BBQ
installed; and

 

Improvements at the entrance to Queensland - a ‘QUEENSLANDER’ sign has been
designed for the entrance, and Council is currently seeking tenders for the construction. The
letters of the sign will be 2.0 metres in height and located within the road reserve at the
intersection of Rockwell Street and the New England Highway.
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The Wallangarra Jennings Progress Association has been gifted a shed by the Australian Army.
The Progress Association proposes that this shed will become a Men’s Shed and be located in
Boston Park beside the CWA Hall. The Progress Association has indicated they would be seeking
financial assistance from Council to construct and fit out the shed. Preliminary costings for the
concrete slab, power and water are approximately $65,000. The building plans will need to be
checked and certification by a Registered Professional Engineer of Queensland prior to the plans
being submitted for building approval. It is recommended that funding be sought for this project in
2019/20, e.g. through the Works for Queensland program.
Budget Implications
$150,000 has been budgeted in 2018/19 for the signage and workers at the entrance at the State
border.
Third party funding is to be sought for the Wallangarra Men’s Shed.
Policy Consideration
Corporate Plan
5.1

Investigate opportunities to fund and implement streetscape plans for beautification, safety
and accessibility.

Community Engagement
A design workshop/charrette was conducted in Wallangarra on Thursday, 13 July 2017, prior to the
preparation of the Wallangarra Urban Design Framework.
The Councillors attended a meeting with representatives of the Wallangarra Jennings Progress
Association on 19 November 2018.
Legislation/Local Law
Nil
Options
Council:
1.
Receives the report.
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2.

Does not receive the report.

Attachments
1.

Wallangarra Urban Design FrameworkView
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12.5 Maryvale Urban Design Framework
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 12 December 2018

Planning Technical Officer

ECM Function No/s: 5.4.3

Recommendation
THAT Council adopts the Maryvale Futures: An Urban Design Framework report, noting the
following changes and projects suggested by the Maryvale community:












Trees are not to be planted within the nightsoil lanes;
Decontamination of the former rail reserve, and planting of this area with indigenous trees with
walking tracks incorporated within this area;
The tree species suggested in the report may not be suitable;
The use of traffic calming devices between the hotel and the park, and more prominent
placement of 60 km/h speed limit signage;
A unique entrance statement into Maryvale from the Cunningham Highway
The installation of solar bollards that are low level, rather than overhead street lighting is
preferred;
The fencing between the basketball court and existing residence is to be of a solid
construction, such as besser brick, with suitable transparent fencing around the perimeter,
similar to pool fencing.
A new bridge over Millar Vale Creek including a foot bridge;
Provision of reticulated sewerage and water;
Hot showers, dump point and parking for RVs; and
A community bore or rehabilitation of an existing bore.

Report
Attached to this report is the Maryvale Futures: An Urban Design Framework report prepared by
JFP Urban Consultants as an urban design framework for the Maryvale township. The Maryvale
Futures: An Urban Design Framework report is being presented for Council’s adoption.
Based on the findings of community consultation i.e. Maryvale Futures Workshop, and the direction
of the urban framework, JPF Urban consultants identified four inter-connected projects as a priority
(other than road works upgrades) based on the successful application grants funding.
The projects are as follows:
1.

The area around the Crown Hotel being identified and defined as the centre of town.

2.

Enhancement of Maryvale Park to encourage visitors, and enhancing its relationship to the
centre of town to create a more cohesive town centre.

3.

Nightsoil Lanes to become iconic tree lined trails

4.

Planting of street trees along the main roads through town and at the major entrances.

Following the preparation of the draft report, a further community meeting was held at Maryvale
Hall on 22 October 2018, and the following projects and changes were suggested:


trees are not to be planted within the nightsoil lanes;
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decontamination of the former rail reserve, and planting of this area with indigenous trees with
walking tracks incorporated within this area;
the tree species suggested in the report may not be suitable;
the use of traffic calming devices between the hotel and the park, and more prominent
placement of 60 km/h speed limit signage;
a unique entrance statement into Maryvale from the Cunningham Highway
the installation of solar bollards that are low level, rather than overhead street lighting is
preferred;
the fencing between the basketball court and existing residence is to be of a solid construction,
such as besser brick, with suitable transparent fencing around the perimeter, similar to pool
fencing.
a new bridge over Millar Vale Creek including a foot bridge;
provision of reticulated sewerage and water;
hot showers, dump point and parking for RVs; and
a community bore or rehabilitation of an existing bore.

With regards to the decontamination and planting of the former rail reserve, in a further report
Council’s Governance Section has requested the endorsement on an ‘Expression of Interest’ for
the submission of a funding application for the Maryvale Native Vegetation Renewal project under
the Department of Environment and Science’s Land Restoration Fund Pilot Projects Program
(Catalysing Action stream). If successful, this funding would in part be utilised to facilitate the
remediation of this reserve and its removal from the Environmental Management Register.
Budget Implications
A budget allocation will be required for any implementation of the report’s recommendations.
Policy Consideration
Corporate Plan – 2014-2019 Revised addition
 The Southern Downs Sense of Community
1.3 Continue to monitor and stay informed about matters that affect the community
1.9 Continue to develop and extend Council’s public consultation processes
 Southern Downs Major Events and Tourism
5.10 Investigate opportunities to fund and implement streetscape plans for beautification,
safety and accessibility
Community Engagement
Maryvale Futures Workshop - Friday, 18 May 2018, 8.00pm to 8.00pm – coordinated by JFP
Urban consultants. The meeting provided residents of Maryvale and surrounding areas to provide
feedback in relation to the urban design framework. The residents thoughts and ideas where
complied by JFP Urban consultants.
Community Consultation – Priority projects outlined in JFP Urban consultant’s report - Friday,
3 August until Friday, 24 August 2018. The draft report was made available for viewing on
Council’s website. The community was invited to complete an online survey and make
submissions to Council, either in writing or online.
Public Meeting with Submitters – Monday, 22 October 2018. The community was invited to
provide further feedback to the Mayor and Councillors, Council staff in response to the online
survey and submissions received.
Legislation/Local Law
Nil
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Options
Council:
1.
2.
3.

Adopts the Maryvale Futures: An Urban Design Framework report, noting the additional
projects suggested by the Maryvale community.
Adopts the Maryvale Futures: An Urban Design Framework report.
Does not adopt the Maryvale Futures: An Urban Design Framework report.

Attachments
1.

Maryvale Futures: An Urban Design FrameworkView
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12.6 Invasive Pests Control Scheme Update
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 12 December 2018

Local Laws Officer (Pest
Management)

ECM Function No/s: 11.35.04

Recommendation
THAT Council receive the progress report on the implementation of the 2018/2019 Invasive Pests
Control Scheme (IPCS).
Report
IPCS information packs were issued to 5,309 landholders on 25 June 2018. The submission
period for Control Works Forms (CWFs) was extended to 10 August 2018 to act as a reminder for
landholders to submit CWFs, to provide more time for staff to enter CWFs on Council’s systems
and to reduce the number of reminder letters required to be issued. 1,560 reminder letters were
issued on 16 August 2018. The submission period for CWFs closed on 17 September 2018. As at
29 November 2018, 4,775 CWFs (90%) have been received, with 460 outstanding. CWFs are
continuing to be received, but in low numbers since the submission period closed. 91% of CWFs
were received in the 2017/2018 IPCS, over a much longer submission period.
Council was informed by way of the IPCS Update Report to the 24 October 2018 General Council
Meeting of the intention to issue supplementary rates notices at the beginning of November to the
460 landowners that have failed to submit a CWF, or to resubmit an amended CWF within
permitted timeframes, to effect removal of their IPCS levy concession. This did not occur due to
concerns over the legitimacy of proposed amendments to the Rates Concession Policy which
would have seen the minimum IPCS levy amount not subject to pro rata.
It is now intended to issue supplementary rates notices in January 2019. Supplementary rates
notices will then be issued on an as required basis for failure to resubmit amended CWFs, and
failure to undertake control works within permitted timeframes.
In recognition of severe drought conditions experienced by landholders throughout 2018/2019 in
those instances where landholders provide a written request to have their levy concession
reinstated; it is intended to provide them the opportunity to submit a CWF and complete control
works by the end of April 2019. In these instances it is intended to reinstate 100% of the levy
concession upon verification of the completed control works.
Budget Implications
Applying pro rata treatment to the minimum IPCS levy will have minor implications for the level of
revenue collected. However, it is anticipated providing landholders the opportunity to rectify
instances of non-compliance will result in greater voluntary compliance, which is the overall aim of
the IPCS.
Policy Consideration
Amendment may be sought to the IPCS levy calculation approach in the Rates Concession Policy
should a suitable resolution be identified.
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Community Engagement
Officers continue to receive positive feedback on the IPCS from the community and continue to
encourage feedback on its administration. An online survey seeking community feedback remains
open.
Legislation/Local Law
Biosecurity Act 2014
Local Government Act 2009
Options
Council:
1. Receive the progress report on the implementation of the 2018/2019 IPCS; or,
2. Not receive the progress report on the implementation of the 2018/2019 IPCS.
Attachments
Nil
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12.7 Application for a Term Lease - Broadwater
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 12 December 2018

Land Management Officer
Manager Corporate Services

ECM Function No/s: 14.16

Recommendation
THAT Council advise the Department of Natural Resources Mines and Energy that it has no
objection to the application for a term lease over part of Lot 224 on BNT1580, Broadwater.
Report
Council has received correspondence from the Department of Natural Resources Mines and
Energy (DNRME) in regard to a proposed term lease over part of Lot 224 on BNT1580,
Broadwater (Reserve for Recreation).
The trustees of the Reserve are The State of Queensland (represented by the Department of
Education).
The applicant is the Public Safety Business Agency.
The proposed area of the term lease is located in the south west corner of the Reserve and is
about 1,090m2 (see aerial map attached).
The applicant has advised that the proposed use of the subject area, pending approval of the term
lease, would be as a rural fire brigade premises for the Broadwater Rural Fire Brigade.
At its General Council meeting in April 2018 Council objected to an application the DNRME had
received from the Department of Education and Training (DETE) for the issue of a deed of grant
over this Lot. Following is the Council resolution from that meeting:
Resolution
THAT Council advise Department of Natural Resources and Energy that it objects to the Deed of
Grant over the Reserve on Lot 224 on BNT1580 and in accordance with the wishes of the original
Trustees, the Reserve remains for the community purpose of recreation.
This current application is for a term lease over a small portion of this Lot which differs from the
request by the Department of Education and Training (DETE) to have a deed of grant over the Lot.
The proposed deed of grant would have resulted in DETE becoming the freehold owners of the
land and if the adjoining school closed in the future, DETE would have further dealt with the land
according to their own disposal policies.
Should the proposal for a term lease be approved, the remaining 21,120m2 will continue as a
reserve for recreation. Additionally, the Broadwater Rural Fire Brigade will benefit from the
allocation of land.
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Council’s Director’s views were sought. The Director of Infrastructure Services has advised he has
no objection to the proposed term lease as Council are not Trustees of this land any infrastructure
erected on this land will not be the responsibility of Council. The Director of Sustainable
Development has also offered no objection.
Budget Implications
Nil
Policy Consideration
Nil
Community Engagement
Department of Natural Resources Mines and Energy consult with all stakeholders.
Legislation/Local Law
Land Act 1994
Options
Council:
1.
2.

Advise Department of Natural Resources Mines and Energy that is has no objection to the
application for a term lease over part of Lot 224 on BNT1580, Broadwater;
Advise Department of Natural Resources Mines and Energy that it objects to the application
for the term lease.

Attachments
1.

Aerial view of proposed term lease areaView
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13.

REPORTS OF DEPUTATION OR CONFERENCE & REPORTS FROM DELEGATES
APPOINTED BY COUNCIL TO OTHER BODIES
Nil

14.

NOTICES OF MOTION
Nil

15.

GENERAL BUSINESS

16.

CONSIDERATION OF CONFIDENTIAL BUSINESS ITEMS

In accordance with the provisions of Section 275(1) of the Local Government Regulation 2012, a
local government may resolve to close a meeting to the public and move ‘into Committee’ to
discuss confidential items, such that its Councillors or members consider it necessary to close the
meeting.
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Recommendation
THAT the meeting be closed to the public and move into committee to discuss the following items,
which are considered confidential in accordance with Section 275(1) of the Local Government
Regulation 2012, which permits the meeting to be closed to the public for business relating to the
following, as indicated:
16.1 Sale of Land for Unpaid Rates
Reason for Confidentiality

This item is considered confidential in accordance with section 275(1)(h) of the Local
Government Regulation 2012, as it contains information relating to business for which a
public discussion would be likely to prejudice the interests of the local government or
someone else, or enable a person to gain a financial advantage.
16.2 RFT 19_063 Tender to Construct Shared Community Facilities - Theo Cantor Park
Warwick
Reason for Confidentiality

This item is considered confidential in accordance with section 275(1)(e) of the Local
Government Regulation 2012, as it contains information relating to contracts proposed to be
made by Southern Downs Regional Council.
16.3 PN - 94520 - Second Request for Water Relief
Reason for Confidentiality

This item is considered confidential in accordance with section 275(1)(d) of the Local
Government Regulation 2012, as it contains information relating to rating concessions.
16.4 PID 93770 - Request to Waive Wastewater Charges
Reason for Confidentiality

This item is considered confidential in accordance with section 275(1)(d) of the Local
Government Regulation 2012, as it contains information relating to rating concessions(h) of
the Local Government Regulation 2012, as it contains information relating to and business
for which a public discussion would be likely to prejudice the interests of the local
government or someone else, or enable a person to gain a financial advantage.
16.5 Request for Quotation 19_074 Construct Queensland Sign
Reason for Confidentiality

This item is considered confidential in accordance with section 275(1)(e) of the Local
Government Regulation 2012, as it contains information relating to contracts proposed to be
made by Southern Downs Regional Council.
16.6 Leyburn Water Quality Upgrade
Reason for Confidentiality

This item is considered confidential in accordance with section 275(1)(c) of the Local
Government Regulation 2012, as it contains information relating to the local government
budget.
16.7 Allora Reservior Roof Repair
Reason for Confidentiality

This item is considered confidential in accordance with section 275(1)(c) of the Local
Government Regulation 2012, as it contains information relating to the local government
budget.
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16.8 Karara Water Supply
Reason for Confidentiality

This item is considered confidential in accordance with section 275(1)(c) of the Local
Government Regulation 2012, as it contains information relating to the local government
budget.
16.9 Legal Update with Irrigators
Reason for Confidentiality

This item is considered confidential in accordance with section 275(1)(e) of the Local
Government Regulation 2012, as it contains information relating to contracts proposed to be
made by Southern Downs Regional Council.
16.10 November 2018 Monthly Report from Warwick Indoor Recreation and Aquatic Centre
from YMCA Brisbane
Reason for Confidentiality

This item is considered confidential in accordance with section 275(1)(h) of the Local
Government Regulation 2012, as it contains information relating to business for which a
public discussion would be likely to prejudice the interests of the local government or
someone else, or enable a person to gain a financial advantage.
16.11 Funding Programs
Reason for Confidentiality

This item is considered confidential in accordance with section 275(1)(h) of the Local
Government Regulation 2012, as it contains information relating to business for which a
public discussion would be likely to prejudice the interests of the local government or
someone else, or enable a person to gain a financial advantage.
16.12 Renewal of Trustee Lease between Council and the Warwick Racing Pigeon Club
Incorporated
Reason for Confidentiality

This item is considered confidential in accordance with section 275(1)(e) of the Local
Government Regulation 2012, as it contains information relating to contracts proposed to be
made by Southern Downs Regional Council.
16.13 Statement of Claim against Council - Court Number M17/2018
Reason for Confidentiality

This item is considered confidential in accordance with section 275(1)(f) of the Local
Government Regulation 2012, as it contains information relating to starting or defending legal
proceedings involving Southern Downs Regional Council.
16.14 Proposed sale of land - Stanthorpe
Reason for Confidentiality

This item is considered confidential in accordance with section 275(1)(e) of the Local
Government Regulation 2012, as it contains information relating to contracts proposed to be
made by Southern Downs Regional Council.
16.15 Proposed sale of land - Wallangarra
Reason for Confidentiality

This item is considered confidential in accordance with section 275(1)(e) of the Local
Government Regulation 2012, as it contains information relating to contracts proposed to be
made by Southern Downs Regional Council.
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